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Keghn&l meet on Sidney breakwaterMmmmmsrnmmMM
By PEGGIE ROWAND 
Representatives from 
regional, districts on Van­
couver Island will meet at a 
September workshop- 
conference to discuss a source 
of funding for the proposed 
Sidney breakwater-harbor.
A 1979 study by Willis, 
Cuncliffe Tait established a 
breakwater in Sidney will have
an impact on the east coast 
and other areas of Vancouver 
Island as well as the Saanich 
Peninsula and regional 
funding in now seen as a 
solution to the costly con­
struction of the breakwater.
Main subject on the agenda 
will be a call for a Marine 
Resources Development 
Subsidiary Agreement which
would follow the lines of the 
Tourist Industrial Develop­
ment Subsidiary Agreement 
(TIDSA), a five-year 50-50 
cost-sharing federal-provincial 
program funding the tourist 
industry, which runs out in 
1983.
The Capital Regional 
District board and its planning 
and devdopment committee
supports the proposed sub­
sidiary agreement and formal 
indication of that support has 
been forwarded to the 
provincial and federal 
government, CRD chairman 
and Sidney Mayor Norma 
Sealey said Friday.
Sealey said the funding plan 
is for a four-section allotment 
under the agreement with three
component parts — marine- 
recreation, marine technology 
and mariculture, with 
discretionary funds available 
for the remaining quarter of 
the allotment.
A CRD planning depart­
ment report concludes 
significant potential economic 
benefits could be captured if 
additions and revisions were
made to the marine-related 
infrastructure in the CRD and 
contiguous regional districts.
And Sealey has been advised 
the CRD economic 
development commission “is 
treating the fruition of the 
Sidney breakwater project 
with great diligence and 
priority.”




Shades of the Magic Mushroom. Has the drug 
subculture turned to the gardens of Vancouver 
Island to get a home-made but illegal high from 
poppies? It looks that way.
When M.F. Dunahee, of 2370 
Orchard, Sidney, suggested to 
police last week that whoever 
stripped hundreds of poppy 
fefe f^m ai;4en 
them ■ to mahufacture drugs, he 
wasn’t taken very seriously. 
Further irivestigation suggests 
thathe was probably right.
It turns out that one of the 
poppy varieties commonly grovyn 
in home gardens is Papaver 
somniferum, the same species of 
poppy grown in the “golden 
triangle” of southeast Asia and 
other places to supply the illegal 
drug trade.
And unlike the marijuana 
plants which require a hot climate 
to produce a potent drug, 
“somniferum”, according to the 
Encyclopedia Brittanica, 
produces its full quota of 
morphine in a temperate climate.
This is the same variety of 
poppy that produces the poppy 
seeds used in baking however the
P9ppy heads from the 
Haniilton garden were taken on 
Friday;night, 11 days after the 
Dunahee plants were stripped. 
-;;*PoiiGert-at# Cehtrah - Saanich} 
Saanich and Victoria have not 
received any such complaints, but 
a staff member at the Review has 
a friend who twice interrupted 
young people collecting the Heads 
off poppies in her garden in the 
James Bay section of Victoria.
At the same time that Sidney 
RCMP were enquiring at 
Saanichton Research Station as 
to the identification of the stolen 
poppies a man from Parksville 
arrived on the same mission. He 
was referred to the B.C, 
Provincial Museum in Victoria, 
where botanist Leon Pavlick 
identified his samples as 
specimens of Papaver som­
niferum.
More than 150 car lovers visited Saanichton Fairground last 
weekend for Vancouver Island Street Rod Association an­
nual low-bucks run. Lovely lady steps from Model TFord in
bid for extra points in simple throwinggame during fbad-run 
portion [rather like mobile scavenger hunt\ of meet.
Tom Cronk Photo
All dogs
Apparently the Parksville 
poppies were being grown in
By PEGGIE ROWAND 
If you think dog is man’s 
bc.st friend you just might change 
your mind after listening to John 
Davies,
Man’s best friend? says Davies- 
in disgust. “It’s the other way 
around. Without man, three 
wcks down the road Fido would 
be dead or hunting in packs.”
Davies, 682 Birch Road, North 
Saanich, received an absolute 
discharge in Victoria Provincial 
Court July 24 after pleading 
guilty to^'ihooting a dog, one of 
three attacking his sheep.
Originally charged on three 
counts: with wounding an 
animal, with cruelty for failing to
John Davies 
. . .no regrets
take the injured animal to a 
veterinary surgeon, and 
discharging a firearm within a 
municipality, Davies’ lawyer, 
Barry Browning, said Crown 
counsel stayed the first two 
charges. “They decided not to 
proceed.”
The judge, he said, recognized 
the difficulties of a stock owner 
but told Davies he couldn’t 
condone breach of a bylaw. He 
advised Davies’ be.st recourse was 
to work towards getting the 
bylaw changed.
Meanwhile, Davies remains 
unpenilent.
“I’ve had sheep for 14 years 
and lost them on four separate
occasions and had to chase the 
dogs away. On this particular 
instance I shot the s.o.b.”
He says there’s no real sen­
timent in dogs — it’s all con­
nected to their stomach. That’s 
how doggies operate, he says.
And all dogs are “potential 
.sheep murderers, from the 
smallest to the largc.st dog and 
regardless of their breed.”
He criticises North Saanich 
council for turning down an 
opportunity which would allow 
people with livestock to shoot a 
dog on sight.
“And this is the mooning, 
bleating, cackling group that 
Cnniimii'd on Page 2
One of many clumps of Papavar somniferum^ the opium 
poppy, that can be found in Sidney gardens. Nearly all seed 
pods from which the drug is extracted have been stolen, but 
there is one in the centre of picture. The ragged-edged leaves 
growing completely around the stock make it easy to 
distinguish somniferum from other poppy species.
some
opium comes from the immature 
pods. 'Fhcre is none in the seeds.
Cultivation of the poppies has 
been prohibited in the United 
Stales since 1942, under .the 
Opium Poppy Conirol Act, In 
Canada possession of opium 
poppies is illegal under the 
Narcotic Control Act.
Three neighbours of Mr. 
Dunahee; Mrs. D.J, Kean at 
9671-bill Sl,i G.R. MtCurmack, 
at 2375 Orchard, and Primrose 
Hamilton, 96l7"6th have also 
reported poppy thefts to the 
police, and Dunahee siate.s that 
nvc other neighbouni gardens 
liave been raided.
quantity as part of a local 
beautification .project, but the 
man’s suspicions had been raised 
by the disappearance of the 
immature .seed pods.
As to the legality of growing 
the poppies, a Sidney RCMP 
spokesman indicated there is no 
getting around the fact that 
Papaver somniferum is listed in 
the schedule of prohibited 
malciials under ilic Narcolit 
Control Act, but that no police 
raids on local gardens were 
planned, nor are police officerf; 
qualified to determine for gar­
deners whether their poppies are 
of the prohibited sireciesor not.
The postal strike will case up 
slightly at Sidney this week so 
that people will be able to receive 
federal government benefit 
cheques.
Sidney letter carriers and rural 
route contractors were to deliver 
the cheques today. For those who 
normally get their mail at Sidney 
post office distribution is more 
difficult, because the post office 
is behind a picket line, 'I’heit 
cheques will be available at a 
distribution centre being set up at 
Sanrehn llall, 2213' Beacon 
Avenue,
Sanscha Hall will be open 1 
p.m. - 4;30 ir.m. today and from
8:30 a.m, - 4:30 p.rn. Thursday 
and Friday. Persons picking up 
cheques wiil have to produce 
identification, and those 
represeting business firms must 
liavc a letter of authorization or 
identification that indicates they 
are the owner or representative.
Cheques that for any reason 
are not delivered on postal walks 
and rural routes will .also he 
available at the distribution 
centre.
Brentv.'00'd B.iy ' and 
Saanichton post offices are not 
on strike and are distributing 
mail in the normal way.
It was a $1,000 bonanza for Sidney Teen Activity Group 
when Samlown Raceway owner Jim Reeling decided to 
donate gate proceeds of July 16 race meet to group. Above, 
young Tony Vanzem, 7129 East Saanich Road, receives 
cheque from Sundown's horseman's bookkeeper, JuUe 
Waflaee. Right, STAG eo-ordlnator CmnMe Martin. Money 
will go to meet $6,000 operational shorlfall in Sldney*North 
Saanich youth programs this year, due to provincial 
government cutback.










AUGUST 9, 10, 11 - COLISEUM, EXHIBITION PARK, VANCOUVER
NOW BIGGER THAN EVER!
Close to 300 exhibitors wilt present, for the 
first, time in '81 exciting new items and 
displays that mean extra, early profit for 
you.
BUY EARLY, SELL EARLY!
You'll find all the new items and best deals 
at Canada’s best Early Fall buying event, 
the VANCOUVER FALL GIFT SHOW.
SAVE TIME,
SAVE MONEY!
Save money on air fares, hotel and meal 
bills and taxis. Find just’ about all you 
need, first, in Vancouver.
HOURS:
Sunday, August 9 
Monday, August 10 
Tuedsay, August 11
10 AM - 8 PM 
10 AM - 9 PM 
10 AM - 5 PM
STRICTLY FOR THE NO CONSUMERS.
NO CHILDREN OF ANY AGE WILL BE ADMITTEp.
Special rates 'proper" 
for'no sex'dogs
Panorama Leisure Centre organizer of 
Pub Nite, Edith Saunders plants kiss on 
cheek of “J.R. ” winner of western 
dress-up competition. His prize was pair 
of jeans and a jean jacket from Work- 
wear House, Victoria. Tom Cronk Photo.
By JOHN GREEN
Dogs, so they say, can hear special 
whistles pitched to high for human ears.
When it comes to dog licences, local 
council members may not be listening to 
whistles, but they certainly march to 
different drummers.
Central Saanich discriminates against 
females. Their licences cost $15. Males 
and neutered females can be licenced for 
$6. In Sidney there is equal treatment for 
males and females — $15 each, but 
neutered animals can be licenced for $5.
That brings us to North Saanich, which 
doesn’t just have a different policy, it 
follows a different law.
Back ,in July, 1979, then municipal
solicitor Derek Finall advised council that 
the Municipal Act allows discrimination 
in the fee for “sex, age, size, or breed,’’ 
but not on the basis of whether the animal 
is neutered or not.
As a result North Sidney not only 
charges the same rate for all kinds of 
dogs, $10, but Mayor Eric Sherwood has 
even commented that municipalities 
which have a special rate for neutered 
dogs are violating the law.
Derek DeViasio, executive assistant to 
the minister of municipal affairs, takes a 
different view. He says that “no sex’’ 
should be considered a different, sex from 





®F IT - WE’VE
Enjoy a week or more THERE!
at one of over 80 
resort‘villages’ 
around the world
we suggest: Playa Blanca - Mexico! From only Can. $480 per week (airfare extra) 













DDAkir^urc lu mantppai>■ f\ rli/nt3 I KtML
♦ 9 ennx i AiirvCDnAi<x rUK k LAUUtnUALc
THE CABARET
APPEARING
7 PM - 10 PM
(Regular Cabaret starts at 10 pm)
Sat, lug. l§th
TICKETS ON SALE AT FRONT DESK 
THE VICTORIA airport




restrictions on the 
west side of 5th Street 
between Beacon 
Avenue and Bevan 
Avenue were ap­
proved at Monday 
night’s Sidney council 
meeting.
A request to allow a 
loading zone was 
denied but parallel 
parking will be 
permitted instead.
The motion was 
made by mayor 
Norma Sealey who 
commented, “It’s 
about time we in­
vestigated the 
possibility of going to 
parallel parking there. 
There is a severe 
problem with heavy 
traffic and cars 
backing up hold up 
traffic as well as 
presenting hazardous 
situati6ris;’v
A lot of people 
call life
"The Survival of 
the Fittest".
You know, a lot 
of people are
scnon^m,
Continued from Page 1 
Sealey says, the CRD’s 
interest in and support for a 
Marine Resources Develop­
ment Subsidiary Agreement is 
evidenced by the fact that a 
regional planning staff 
member has been seconded to 
the economic development 
commission while the matter is 
being pursued.
A recent CRD study of 
boating facilities .within the 
region determined the 
following:
® Some 83 per cent (107,575) 
of boats owned by 
householders living in the 
Strait of Georgia area 
generate some 760,000 days of 
transient boat usage in the 
Straits. Of this total a 
minimum of 247,000 days 
would be spent passing 
through waters adjacent to the 
Capital Region.
Of this total some 107,000
trip days would be accounted 
for by Victoria and Duncan 
residents and 140,000 trip days 
by other B.C. residents. In 
addition, Washington State 
has 145,318 recreational 
boaters in the Pugent Sound- 
Strait of Juan de Fuca area.
Based on customs clearance 
through Victoria area ports it 
is estimated non-residential 
boaters account for an ad­
ditional 216,000 trip days of 
boating activity in the Strait of 
Georgia.
Assuming boat usage 
patterns of Washington State 
are roughly equivalent to 
patterns of B.C. boaters the 
study estimates 1,395,000 trip 
days of boating activity in­
volving an overnight stay.
On this basis the Strait of 
Georgia captures ap­
proximately 15.5 per cent of 
total cruising activity of 
Washington State boaters.'
Continued
keeps talking about preserving 
the quality of rural life in North 
Saanich,” he says.
He has only two regrets about 
the shooting incident. “I wish I 
had shot it outright. Perhaps my 
aim is not as good as it was in 
those halycon days of yore. I 
didn’t want to cause it pain.”
from Page 1 ,r.
He also regrets the SPCA does 
not seem to include sheep among 
animals. “I thought it was but 
perhaps they’re working from 
that well-known philosphy. that 
all animals are equal but some are 
more equal than others.
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OPEN DAILY 11 A,M.
. FINE CANADIAN * 
CHINESE FOOD
DtNl IN on TAKE OU1 





SEAPOOD 8 STEAK 
OPEN DAILY POB 
LUNCH 8 DINNER 
ICIoBndtuai.j
2SS8 Bevan Ave., 
Sidney













to reserve this space.
Manning Press
Por qunlily printing of your 
inenus and brochures. 
P.O.Box 2(*)8 






Rieaklnt, Lunch & Dinner Daily 
Sunday Riunch 11:30 and 1;30 
7172 Drontwood Drlvo
652-2413




Hei'p Ulolir til 1)11 li't I
Of'i'ii fur Liiiwl) 
iiihl Pinner 
Tiii'Sihy to ^iinil.iy
{Cloafld lor Lunch Tuoodny) 
Wodnuiiduy UmciigaulHird 
Dlnmirand
Tho Nbw Bunday Brunch












FimI oI Deacon Ave.
OCCAN VIEW
, Try our lamoiis salad bar 





Spaelalliing In Chrneio 
8 Canndlnn food
OrCNl MON.OHURS. 4" MinBir.iir fm. Siil. ' 4' ' 1“ i.m, SUNOav 4-'8'0.m. 
Dollvory wil.i minimum oidor, 
2493 Beacon Ave, 056 3944
Sea Breeze Cafe
2776 • 4»h SI. , SIdnoy
liuhind llui Poar Olllco 
. mciAiniNa in .~
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Tutidiy thru Siluiiliy 
11;30 4.in. • 7:30 p.m,





Due to Popular Demand 
the Latch is open 
for Luncheons again 
Tuesday to Friday 
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Mon in r ri 0 »m ■ B pm '
Ssiuiday 10 am ■ 10 pm 




Where lo take your visitors & frlenda
AllDMOHE GOLF COURSE, 9.10 Ardmore Dr. and 
VVeNt Sunnleh Roud, Sidney 
A cozy, y-holer, ideiil Tor t’amilic.s, beauliful scenery, 
clubs anil can rentals, picnic and barbcciuc facilities, 
switmning beneb nearby. IMionc656-4621.
RRENTWOOD INN, 7172 llrcnlwood Drive, 
llrentwood, 652-2413.
SIDNEY I RAVEEODCiK. 2280 Beacon Ave., 
Sidney.656-1176.
In The Cabaret every Friday .and Saturday night, 
9i(X) p.m. to 2;LX) a.m., Rock & Roll & Country 
Music.
Feaiurinti in ihe lounge, the popular duo “Spyce", 
H;(K) p,in. to midnight.
HIE MARINER.S' MUSEUM -- A must to see 
when in Sidney - an Otiisianding Maritime and 
NanlL,Ll Cullculioti ■ lu^.iUd ucAt to llic Clipper 
Inn, 2554 Bevan. IMione 6.56-6613.
Hours! Daily 10 a.m, to 4 p,m. Sundays 1 to 4 p.m. 
CIo.sed Tuesday and Wednesday.
For reservations; 
656-6622
X2328 Harbour Rd. 
Sidney, BC.
Sidney RCMP are 
going to institute a 
strict enforcement 
campaign to stop 
young and old cyclists 
riding their bikes on 
Sidney sidewalks.
Police and council 
have received a 
complaint from a 
local businessman 
whose wife was 
knocked down and 
sent lo hospital for 
surgery on her elbow 
following a collision 
with a bike on a Third
Street sidewalk.
Aid. Ross Martin 
told Sidney council 
Monday that part of 
the problem stems 
from “carelessness of 
motorists” who 
contribute to the 
situation by forcing 
cyclists off the road.
Mayor Norma 
Sealey pointed out 
police will begin to 
seize bikes of of­
fenders if necessary to 
curb the problem.
The former Loncy 
residence on Sidney 
Avenue will be 
demolished at an 
estimated cost of 
$1,000.
Council aldermen 
pointed out that the 
liousc is not habitable, 
totally beyond repair 
and could therefore 
not be rented.
9751 - 4th Street
BE SURE TO DROP IN AT OUR 
mw LOCATION
(JUST OFF BEACON)
AND SEE OUR RE-OPENING SPECIALS
Bmmh rnmiuB Shop MA. S-hm
, emra » FM;
HAABINER OUTBOARDS
B.M.W. MARINF. STERNDRIVES AND INBOARDS 
AVON INFI ATARI PRDATfl
6S64412
MICHIOAN AND FEDERAL PROFS. 
ACCESSORIES - MARINE SUPLIES
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Police have suspects
in break-ins, thefts
Burglars were very busy in the Sidney area 
in the past week, with police recording more 
than a dozen break-ins. The list was headed 
by thefts of money and liquor from San- 
down Raceway and the Royal Canadian 
Legion, but private homes, a boat shed, a car 
and an aircraft were also entered.
Police have questioned suspects in the 
Sandown and Legion burglaries, and found 
liquor in a search of a Sidney residence, but 
no charges have yet been laid.
The Legion was broken into Thursday 
night by someone who tore open the main 
door. Thieves made a mess of the place and 
took three or four cases of spirits and some 
beer as well as about $50 in cash. Police 
estimates the value of the liquor at several 
hundred dollars.
The office and a storage room at Sandown 
were entered in the early hours of Friday 
morning. The burglars got about $600 worth 
of quarters and nickels and about 30 cases of 
beer. They left no sign of forced entry.
The customs office at Anacortes ferry was 
entered Saturday night by someone who 
broke a window in a back door, but nothing 
of value appeared to have been taken.
Whoever entered the aircraft, at the 
seaplane base at Pat Bay Airport, sometime 
Sunday night apparently did nothing but 
turn on some switches, but the burglar who 
got into a Victoria man’s van in the airport 
parking lot sometime between Wednesday 
and Friday took a casette player worth $350, 
as well as a digital watch.
The loot was similar but more valuable at 
the E.W. North home on Bakerview, where 
someone who entered through a bathroom
window took a $350 digital quartz watch and 
a $390 casette deck as well as a small radio 
and two rolls of centennial nickels.
A radio tape recorder combination and a 
suitcase of clothes were taken from a 
residence on Eastleigh Way last Monday, 
apparently by two girls. A neighbour saw a 
vehicle drive up and park while one of the 
girls went in the house.
The cash register and cupboards at the 
Clipper Inn were ransacked Tuesday night 
by someone who broke in by removing four 
plates of glass from a window. .
About $50 in rolled up change was taken 
from the Roy Anderson residence on 
Maryland Friday afternoon, and a small 
hand drill was taken from a boat shed on 
Swartz Bay Road that was entered through a 
window on Thursday.
Someone kicked in a door of a workshop 
at the Rodney Farmer residence on Seventh 
on Sunday afternoon, but did not steal 
anything.
There was also nothing taken from a home 
on Courser Drive by someone who vyas 
inside while the owners were away, but they 
appeared to have been cooking and eating 
and perhaps sleeping there.
Joy riding, not theft seems to have been 
the aim of someone who entered a car 
parked at the Capital City Yacht Club by 
smashing the vent window on the driver’s 
side.
The ignition wires had been stripped and 
“hot wired’’, but if the car had been driven it 
had been returned to its original parking 
spot, and nothing appeared to have been 
taken.
?
Sidney merchants and some banks are 
apparently not accepting Victoria trade 
dollars as currency — that’s the word from 
Fred Kimmon, man in charge of trade 
dollars for the Greater Victoria Visitors’
' InformatiomiC^tre^;
Kimmon say^‘his ihforihation 'comes via' 
several complaints receiyed from tourisits 
who say Sidney businesses and banks won’t 
honor the trade dollars ^
He says there may be a resisfarice from 
peninsula merchants because it’s a “Vic­
toria” dollar instead of a “Saanich 
Peninsula” dollar. Unfortunately a dollar 
depicting a Sidney scene would not have the 
same impact as the Victoria one, he points 
out.
He says sale of the dollars helps tourism 
generally, with a spin-off to Sidney. “When 
we (GVVIC) advertise we don’t just say 
‘come to Victoria’, we look after the entire 
area,” Kimriion says.
He says it’s important to treat the currency 
situation with respect because it helps 
tourism.
Sidney-North Saanich chamber of
commerce manager Wilf Gammie said 
Monday if some merchants don’t accept the 
dollars it could be because the GVVIC may 
not have spent enough time here educating 
businessmen on the subject.
. Arid there had been no mention this year 
of any! direct benefit to merchants, he said. 
“He (Kimmon) is saying indirect benefit and 
he’s right but if merchants feel there is ho 
direct benefit. , v
Gammie said he was surprised to hear 
banks in Sidney had not been accepting the 
.dollars. There were signs up relating to the 
trade dollars in the Bank of Commerce, 
Bank of Nova Scotia and the Royal Bank, he 
said. V
He agreed with Kimmon that the sale of 
dollars ultimately benefit all but said it was 
“abstract, hard for some merchants to see 
that.”
And if Victoria advertises Sidney — well, 
we do the same thing here, he said. “We 
provide information about Victoria and the 
rest of B.C.
“It’s a matter of everyone scratching, 
everyone else’s back,” he added.
Winner of











NEW SHIPHilENT OF OVER 30 
VARIETIES OF HEATHIER
EACH ^2.99 >
STILL mi TO ADO A LIT­
TLE COLOUR TO THE 
CARDEN WITH INDIVIDUAL
annuals 59c
OPEN EVERY DAY 






During the Postal Strike, subscribers to The Review who have not had 
their copy delivered by carrier, may pick up their copy at our editorial 
office 9831 - 3rd St., SIdnoy.
In Brentwood at Brentwood Pharmacy, 7181 W. Saanich Rd.
In Saanichton, at Mt. Newton Pharmacy in the Saanichton Plaza,
For those who purchase their copies at the news stands or grocery 
stores. The Review will be available as usual.
WEEKDAYS 9 - 9 SUNDAYS n - 9
CORNER OF 
WALLACE DR. & W. SAANICH RD.
We Reserve The Right To Limit Quantities
Prices Effective: July 30, 31, Aug. i WHILE QUANTITIES LAST








































ADVICE LISTEN TO HARRY HURN 

































SNOBOY CANADA NO. 1 LOCAL
OHANCIES POTATOES
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DemolitioB saddens
Demolition of the Mitchell and 
Anderson building on Beacon Avenue 
will have saddened many oldtimers. It 
always huas to see a piece of history 
dearoyed and the Nlitchell-Anderson 
building certainly belonged in that 
category.
Tne oldest part of its construction 
dated back to 1S61. It was added on to 
40 years later so the crumbling building 
under assault — to make way for a 
spanking new five-floor store and 
apartment block — is between 80 and 
120 years old.
Originally owned by Sidney Saw 
Mills, which went bankrupt in 1934, the 
building v/as purchased by Joe Mitchell 
and Jock Anderson and used as a retail 
lumber yard. Later in the 1940s it ex­
panded to include a small hardware 
store.
Jack Bov/er was manager of the 
business for 35 years and has now 
retired. He married Joe Mitchell’s 
daughter/Doreen, who had tears in her 
eyes this week, he says, as she saw the 
building tumbling down.
But despite the fact that most of us 
cling to, have an affinity with the 
known, the past, the familiar; change — 
and human adaptation to that change — 
y is an essentiaf^^^f^ of life. That which 
has outlived its usefulness or no longer 
serves a genuine purpose has to go, we 
/suppose, and make way for something
THE TIDE SUIDE
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Tbe Mitchell-Anderson building was a
iv-
ii'y;
landmark for pioneers and it will be 
/missed. But soon a new edifice will rise 
in its place, providing smart new stores, 
attractive apartments, much needed 
underground parking.
It’s the beginning, part of the process 
of the changing face of Sidney.
Stolen poppies 
alarming
Sidney, James Bay, Parksville. It’s 
ominous that poppy heads — in Sidney 
and Parksville it’s been proved they’re 
the kind that produce the drug opium — 
are being stolen within this southern 
portion of Vancouver Island.
Is it happening elsewhere on the 
T.sland? We don’t know.
The situation, seemingly, is new to the 
police and no one seems to know at this 
stage of inquiries whether there is a 
sinister group move behind these thefts 
of thousands of poppy heads or just 
isolated incidents of inexpert people 
seeking another kind of high.
Presumably, the RCMP drug squad is 
investigating what may be a move here 
into another illegal drug market.
Open letter: to/; John Benham, :ad- 
/ministiator/Baimich Peninsula Hospual.:
I wish -to bring to your attention an in- 
cident which occurred at approximately 
10:30 P.M. July 21, at your hospital.
7:1 arriv^ ai eniergency room-with a minor/ 
problem (presumed) to find the w'aiting 
room occupied by several people also 'f.'aiiing 
attention and/or medical treatment. While 
checking at the reception desk 1 overheard 
the head nurse of the unit say to her staff 
nurses-
“Never mind the people out there - they 
can wait - you Girls lake your break.”
This remark disturbed me very much and 
after talking with the people in the wailing 
room, found that some had been waiting for 
more than an hour without a nurse inquiring 
about the nature of their emergency.
I consider this treatment utterly 
di,sgraceful.
If our nurse.s feel that a coffee break is 
more important than the prompt attention to 
their emergency patients ■ then I suggest they 
(some) are in the wrong profession!
B.E.Salt 
2072 Northbrook Dr.
also like to thank the emergency staff of the 
Saanich Peninsula Hospital and Dr. Izatt, 
and the emergency staff at the Victoria 
General Hospital for their help and ireat- 
mehti received following my rescued : : ;
Y,Barbara Elliott 




I would like to thank the Sidney volunteer 
Tire department for its prompt and efficient 
.service, and Richard Freisen (HMCS 
Gatineau) and Leo Lodder for their com­
bined rescue when 1 was in danger of 
drowning at Roberts Bay recently. I would
The Hon. S. Rodgers and the Hon. W. 
Vander Zalm are days away from making a 
decision which could allov.- Chevron to set up 
a 50-acre, multimillion gallon oil dump at 
Hatch Point, which is at the mouth of the 
Saanich Inlet, directly across from Deep 
Cove.
There has been both private and municipal 
opposition to this proposal, particularly in 
view of the fact that the B.C. Development 
Corporation has spent millions of our tax 
dollars setting up an industrial site at Duke 
Point in Nanaimo for this purpose.
Ignoring the Nanaimo site, Chevron 
purchased 50 acres on the Inlet. They ap> 
parently felt sure our go'/ernment would not 
have the nerve to say “No” to a multi­
national company.
If you do not want the Inlet to be the site 
of a petroleum fuel tank farm, write 
Municipal .Affairs Minister Vander Zalm. 
Any letter will be collected and delivered by 
Lawrence M. Cross, 656-4201, or K.R. 
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Sunday
Services in August 
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Continued on Page 5
Rev. Ivan Putter 
652-2812 
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5550 Hamsteriy Rd. 
Sunday Services 
10 a.m. 11 a.m. and 
7 p.m.
Wed. Prayer Meeting 
7 p.m,








From the July 28,1921, Issue of The Review, 
Among the resolutions adopted by the 
1921 convention of ihe Associated Boards of 
Trade of Vancouver Island was one en­
dorsing a proposed ferry service between 
Mill Bay and Salt Spring Island. Another 
resolution urged federal action to prevent 
further immigration of Orientals into British 
Columbia,
*
The “Auditorium” theatre, formerly the 
“Bcrquisi” v/as scheduled to rc-open July 
29, with the first movie to be shown in the 
theatre in several years.
50 YEARS AGO;
From the July 30,1931, Issue of The Review.
Six student nurses were presented with 
diploma.s at graduation exercise,s at Rest 
Haven hospital. They were Helen Ruth 
Fi,slier, Lanetta Shearer, May Drcbcl, Kcllir.a 
Rabuka, Nettie Ncufeld and Samuel O. 
Blackwell.
looking back * * *
40 YEARS AGO:
From Ihe July 30,1941, Issue of The Review , 
Martin Neilson, Saanich bulb grower, was 
nominated to represent the CCF in Saanich 
in the coming provincial election. He later 
'told a CCF picnic at Beaver Lake that a 
planned system was required to win the war 
and win the peace.
* * *
* * *
The Catholic Ladies’ Altar Society of Salt 
Spring Island held a successful tea and sale 
of work at the Log Cabin, Ganges, and made 
a profit of $4.5.
30 YEARS AGO:
From Ihe Aug, 1,1951, Issue of The Review.
The Review reported that it had learned 
unofficially of federal approval of charier 
for Black Ball Ferry Co, of Canada to 
operate a passenger and car ferry between 
Sidney and Steveston. A .similar service 
provided by liie Ci'R icuy “Muiui. Ihin- 
cess” had been discontinued in 1949. 
(Nothing further appears to have been heard
Dr, W.O, Newton was elected president of 
the North Saanich Service Club, succeding 
A. Salisbury.
uf, this j.'iiopij:.cd .'(Ci'Vicc.)
A,I, Thomas was appointed magistrate of 
Central .Saanich Police Court.
! Reeve Sydney Pickles of the new 
municipality of Central Saanich expressed 
jubilation over the news that unexpected 
payment of $24,(XX) was to be received from 
the parent municipality of Saanich.
20 YEARS AGO:
From (he Aug. 2,1961, Issue of The Review.
Recreation Minister Earle C. Westwood 
promised a survey of transportation needs in 
the Gulf Islands after he heard protests at a 
meeting on Galiano Island from residents of 
four Gulf Islands concerned over the with­
drawal of the Island Princess from the
Islands-Stevcsion .service.
« * *
Mrs, Norma Skalcy resigned as chairman 
of Ihe ways and means committee for 
Sanscha, saying her domestic responsibilities 
prohibited her from .spending the lime 
needed to further the alms of the community 
liall group.
10 YEARS AGO:
From the July 28,1971, l.s.sue of The Review,
Y‘\ '■.uggestfon by a conrervritinn officer 
advocating a deer hunting season on the 
Saanich Peninsula resulted in four letters to 
(In; editor protesting the idea.
OUR LADY OF THE 
ASSUMPTION 
7726 W. Saanich Road
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more letters’
Continued from Page 4
For more information call (Cobble Hill) 
743-4666 or 743-4826.
Mrs. Brenda Braaten 
Cobble Hill
Another Los Angeles
Many letters to the authorities and 
newspapers have brought the attention of the 
public to some of the effects of Chevron’s 
plan to build an oil tank farm at the con­
fluence of the Saanich Inlet and Satellite 
Channel at Hatch Point.
An important point seems to have escaped 
attention, which is that this entire area from 
Separation Point to Squally Reach, roughly 
eight by two to three miles, is surrounded by 
mountains as country. This renders the inlet 
a trap for any pollutants that may be 
released into the atmosphere.
Proof of this may be seen during periods 
of calm weather when 30 to 40 small fishing 
boat owners have been following their hobby 
for a few hours — a layer of blue exhaust 
fumes settles over the water and becomes 
noticeable from noon onwards.
Hatch Point and its environs is badly 
ventilated. Toxic gases given off from fuel 
tanks would constitute a health hazard to all 
forms of life within this area.
Once established this development cannot 
be eliminated in the future. Now is the 
moment given to us to avoid an irreparable 
mistake.
Whatever assurances we may now receive 
from Chevron officials, we must look ahead 
to the possible demands of future company 
directors, who may act as the Irving 
Company in Nova Scotia and establish an oil 
refinery on their property. Then our inlet 
will become smog-laden, a second Los 
Angeles.
A long searching consideration must be 
made before another beauty spot is 
sacrificed to industry, and the surrounding 
shores and hills rendered unhealthy to all 
forms of life - human, animal, birds and 
fish, even property owners.
K.R.H. Roberts, 
11045 Chalet Road, 
Sidney
New market opens
The big red “Farmers Market” beside the 
Patricia Bay Highway at Island View Road 
was scheduled to open this morning with a 
variety of locally-grown vegetables available 
for sale.
It is not the type of market in which many 
farmers offer their produce at separate stalls, 
but rather a giant “farm gate” fruit and 
vegetable stand for Saanwood Farms Ltd.
It’s a large-scale operation, intended to 
make local produce available throughout the 
year, and produce will be bought from other 
farmers or from the vegetable marketing 
board to keep the shelves stocked at all 
times.
Joe Taylor, president of Saanwood 
Farms, has had the project in mind for some 
time, but construction was moved forward a 
couple of years because of the recent ban on 
potato growing in Central Saanich.
With about 600 acres having to be swit­
ched to other crops that do not promote 
growth of the golden nematode, there is 
going to be a lot more produce to sell than 
the local market is currently absorbing.
The new building is 6,000 square feet 
overall, but only one fifth of that is devoted 
to the store. In the back are huge areas where 
produce will be stored, washed and graded- 
including a cold storage room so large a 
tractor-trailer truck can be driven inside.
Saanwood Farms is one of the largest 
operations on the Saanich Peninsula, with 
more than 260 acres in two farms on Island 
View and McIntyre Roads, plus several 
hundred acres more leased for hay.
It is one of the largest dairying operations 
in B.C., but also has about 100 acres 
growing 30 different kinds of vegetables.
There are 18 or 19 steady employees and 
about four dozen casuals. The new venture 
has added half a dozen to the staff. It is 
experimental, with a lot of trial and error 
anticipated in deciding what to grow and 
what to offer for sale. Crops ready to harvest 
for the opening of the market included 
cauliflower, cabbage, broccoli, bunching 
onions, beets, carrots, lettuce, tomatoes, 
spinach, peas, beans and radishes.
Some of the produce is grown in
Saanwood Farms opens big new market selling local produce 
today at junction of Pat Bay Highway and Island View 
Road.
greenhouses, and this operation may have to 
be expanded. Fresh fruits will also be of­
fered, and later on dairy products may be 
added, but not groceries or meat or fish.
Prices will be somewhere between normal 
wholesale and retail levels.
Store manager is Pat Yelland. Ed Winters 




Fire alarm agreement will help
By MICHELLE SCOTT 
Central Saanich Municipality is con­
sidering the possibility of putting com­
mercial advertising in its recreation 
brochure.
The parks and recreation committee voted 
Monday night to endorse the concept of such 
advertising, provided it was limited to local 
merchants.
The fall brochure has to be printed soon, 
and recreation co-ordinator Tim Richards 
pointed out there could be financial benefits 
from the ads. He estimated printing costs 
would run about $1,2{X) to $1,600 for 4,000 
copies, and advertising could reduce this by 
$600. .
Committee chairman Aid. Ron Cullis said 
the recreation brochure should be made “as 
readable as possible . . . putting advertising
in kind of confuses it’ ’.
Aid. Trevor Jones said he “would 




Aid. Ruth Arnaud and Earle Tabor 
disagreed with Jones and Cullis, and put 
their support behind the idea. Arnaud said 
she reads the yellow pages in the telephone 
book and reads all the ads. Tabor agreed, 
saying the committee should endorse the 
concept.
Richards will do further research for costs 
and approach local business associations to 
gain interest.
In other news:
•The public works committee will 
recommend to council next Monday, ap­
proval of the emergency fire alarm
agreement with Sidney. This means the 
Central Saanich emergency communications 
centre will answer emergency fire telephone 
calls for Sidney, and activate pagers and 
sirens for calls to the Sidney volunteer fire 
department.
The Central Saanich communications 
centre will also maintain base radio com­
munications with the mobile units of the 
Sidney department. The system will be 
operated on a 24-hour basis for periods of 
six months, renewable at the end of p^r'h 
period.
Central Saanich will receive $2,400.00 
from Sidney for each six-month period, and 
$10.00 per call for each call for Sidney, 
answered by the centre. There is to be a 
similar agreement with North Saanich.
B B














COPGO. LAGOSTINA, ULTIMA, TAGUS & 
COBRE, COPPERWARE, MIRRO-SILVERSTONE
mEummE
SOUFFLES, CASSEROLES, BLUE MOUNTAIN 
POTTERY
LIKIEI^S






UP TO 50% OFF ON 
SOME DISCONTINUED 
ITEMS
LARGE SELECTION OF SPECIALTY 
COOKBOOKS
CANNING EQUIPilENT
EVERYTHING YOU'LL NEED FOR SUMMER 
CANNING.




STEAK BONEIN ........LB. ww
GRADE “A” ^ 0m
CROSS RIB ^ J






ORANGES i38's ..5 LBS.
NOODLE & PASTA MAKERS, PASTA DRYERS. BAKEWARE, COOKIE 
CUTTERS, WOKS & CHINESE COOKING UTENSILS. KITCHEN GADGETS, 
GLASSWARE, CANDLES. STORAGE CANNISTERS. WILTON CAKE PANS 
& DECORATING EQUIPMENT. SALAD SPINNERS, BASKETS. BARBEQUE 
TOOLS, MEAT GRINDERS
FROM OUR BATH SHOP
TOWELS. BATH MATS, SHOWER CURTAINS, BOUTIQUES, HAMPERS
Trafalgar Square






2389 - RFACON AVE. 
Sidney 
IRS0.4711
CHECK OUR FLYER COUPON IN
WASt nVE'KING
Crispbread m


















WIENERS 454g . . . . .PKQ.
budget # dB H C
SIDE
BACON SOOg.... . . . . . . . PKG. Ja
SUlk
WIENERS... . . . . . . .
FRESH
NECTARINES....... LB.
FRESH BARTLET i| fl C
PEARS...............LB.





CASE & SANBORN e
Coffee IIM..............^2^®
ARDMONA In Pear Juice a
Peaches.,.. 69^
Apple Juice 48 01......
McCAIN BEEFEATER
Fries 2»,,..... ...
SWANSON Chicken, Beef or Tuiitey
T.V. Dinner
MINUTE MAID S'Alive i2H 01.
Fruit Beverage I a
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Red Haven........ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. —.IDi
B.C. Grown
10 lb. cello bag. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
B.C. Grown
Approx. 11% lb, case *5.99 .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
California
Grown.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Honeydew ^
California Grown .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . |b,
Jumbo. California 
Ho*1 Grade•*..*,*..4***. • * * III# N
Prices Effective July 27th * Aug. 2nd, 1981 
in your Friendly Sidney Safeway Store.
We Reserve the Right to limit Sales to Retail Quantities.
I*A Ik
CANADA S A F E W A Y LI M IT E D
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White *60% Whole Wheat or
•Butter & Egg. 24 oz.(680g) loaf. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ONE COLOUR ONLY 
“WSAITAl”
WHILE STOCKS LAST
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Lucerne 
Plain. 1kg tub... . . . . . . . . .
Good Host





1 TABLE COVER 




650 ml bottle 
450 niL + 44% more
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Architect John Gauld 
presented his final 
draft of the proposed 
Brentwood Bay 
Beautification Project 
to Central Saanich’s 
environment and 
legislation committee
Monday, ready for 
submission to the 
Capital Commission.
Gauld, architect 
and consultant for the 
project, said the draft 
includes specifics and 
improvements over 
the initial proposal.
This is to satisfy the 
commission, who will 
be presented Aug. 11 
with this draft.
Aid. Dick Sharpe 
called it a 
improvement 
what we already 
have”.
\Y)im
Held at OIHTEHHIU FAHK, WALLACE DHIVE
CENTRAL SAANICH Cl ^
mOIT 1 ■ 2 " 3, mi
Commencing at 8 a.m. Saturday, kag. 1st
FUEE AOfiiSSiOf^
John Koralawicz, new postmaster at Brentwood Bay











— Plus Numerous Other 
Functions of Interest for 
the Whole Family!
This is run and sponsored by
CENTSIAL SAANICH LIONS CLOB
- with all benefits returning to the Community -
John Koralawicz 
succeeded Nick Baker 
as Brentwood Bay 
postmaster on July 
20, but it wasn’t much 
like his last transfer. 
This time he made 
about the shortest 
move possible, all the 
way from Saanichton 
post office, and he 
had been in
Saanichton only five 
months.
Previous to that he 
had been postmaster 
at Invermere, in 
souteastern B.C., for 
21 years.
When he took 
advantage of his 
seniority to bid for the 




BARBER & HAIRSTYLIST 
EXPERIENCED IN CONVENTIONAL 
ANO MODERN HAIRSTYLING 
; . PERMS (BODY WAVES). COLOURING
■ , AT-THE NEW ■ :
MARINA COURT on 2nd Street j
promotion, since 
Saanichton was the 
same grade of post 
office and had a 
smaller staff, but “I 
just got sick of 
shovelling snow.”
Now he is back in 
an operation about 
the same as that at 
Invermere, except the 
building is much 
smaller — but the post 
office owns the ad­
joining lot and there 
are hopes for a new 
building before the
fiscal year ends March 
31.
Koralewicz does not 
plan to move from his 
present home, at 9568 
Lapwing Place in 
Sidney. His
predecessor, Nick 
Baker, had been seven 
years at Brentwood 
Bay, after serving 
with the post office in 
Toronto, Hamilton 
and Victoria, since 
1946.
New postmistress at 
Saanichton so far on
Heat proMeni
temporary assign­
ment, is Mrs. Myra 
Larson, formerly 
assistant there.
Neither post office 
employs any CUPW 
members, so no one is 
on strike and local 
mail is still being 
distributed, including 
mail moving between 
Brentwood and 
Saanichton. There is 
not much to do, 
however, and part- 
time staff members 
have been laid off.
TUES.-SAT. 8:30-5:30 656-4443
DISTRICT OF CENTRAL SAANICH
NOTICE
EFFECTIVE IMMEDIATELY






munications centre in Central 
Saanich municipal complex has 
had problems with ventilation 
and cooling since police and fire 
department wings were added to 
the original hall.
The problem stems from the 
large amount of heat generated 
by computers and recording 
machines in the centre. The 
adjacent police offices are only 
slightly cooler; on .sunny days, 
the two areas are warm, but on
recent summer days the tem- 
peratuure soared to almost 100 
degrees.
Municipal, police staff and 
council have spent may hours 
trying to solve the problem, but 
no satisfactory solution has been 
found.
On Monday night, an 
unidentified police spokesman 
said the temperature that af­
ternoon was in the 90 degree 
range. At 7 p.m. that night, he 
placed a thermometer in the 
general office area and it was still 
high, 76 degrees.
aOBUi
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SPORTS
phone 656-1151
Top teams vie 
for top spot
The two top teams 
in B.C. in each of six 
age groups will be 
competing in the B.C. 
Lacrosse Association 
Tier “A” provincial 
championships at 
Pearkes Arena on 
Friday and Saturday.
Each championship 
will be decided on a 
two-game total points 
basis, with action 
taking place from 11 
a.m. to 9 p.m. Friday 
and 9 a.m. to 7 p.m. 
Saturday.
Tier A players are 




in the championship 
round have earned 
their spots through 
league and playoff 
competition.
Saanich Peninsula 
players compete as 
part of the Victoria 
Seaspray teams, 
which include the 
stars from all five 
associations on lower 
Vancouver Island.
There will be 
Seaspray teams 
competing in divisions 
1, 3 and 4. Their 
opponents will all be 
from the strong 
Coquitlam organ­
ization. Coquitlam is 




Richmond in the 
division 2 final, and 
Port Coquitlam in 
division 5.
Admission is free, 
and the public is 
invited to watch 
lacrosse at the top 
level for boys aged 11 
through 16. Closing 
ceremonies will be 
held after Saturday’s 
games, with Saanich 
Mayor Mel Couvelier 
and Aid. Pat Crofton 
joining BCLA of­
ficials in presenting 
team and individual 
awards. -
B.C. LIONS are 3-0 and, once again, have 
their fans in at least the hopeful stage, but 
caution is advised although there have been 
some promising developments such as signs 
of maturity and indications that their 
Canadian talent may be as good as that of 
any club. What has to be remembered is that 
the Lions have yet to play a club in their own 
conference and that the combined record of 
their three . victims is 2-10 ...Montreal 
Aiouettes are 1-3 and a bit short of calibre 
Canadians but if they can get and keep their 
high-priced imports healthy they may be 
tough to head off in the last half of the 
season. There is certainly nothing wrong 
with the way Yince Ferragamo throws the 
ball. All he needs is a bit more support and a 
couple of more games to adjust to the dif­
ferences' in the Canadian style of foot­
ball. . .the Continental Basketball 
Association which needs help to survive can 
be of great value to the National Basketball 
Association as a farm league but the NBA at 
last reports had offered only $172,500, 
which isn’t as much as the average NBA 
salary. The CBA, aware of the complaint 
that there is all-out basketball only in the 
fourth quarter, has devised a new scoring 
system. The wimping team will get three 
points and there will be a point for the leader 
at the end of each of the first three quar­
ters. . . life in minor league baseball, even 
the AAA variety, hardly compares to that of 
the big leagues, Three Pacific Coast League 
managers, for instance, live in the clubhouse 
when their team is at home. It saves rent. . . 
Cleveland Cavaliers of the NBA were willing 
to give Ray Williams a $900,000-a-year 
contract but they balked when Williams 
asked for “fringe” benefits which included a 
house within 10-miles of Richfield Coliseum, 
a home for his mother in Mount Vernon, 
N.Y., along with $1,000 a month, a big 
insurance policy, a Mercedes and round-trip 
... it has been estimated that more than 
seven million people play golf in the United 
States. The second largest number of golfers 
in one country is in Japan, where there are 
three million divot diggers, but no country 
can match New Zealand, where one person 
in four is active on the fairways for easily the 
best per-capita addiction. . . there can’t be 
anyone looking forward to the approaching 
National Football League season with more 
aiiticipation than Robert Marshall of
Eatonville, Wash. He resigned as coun­
cilman last year because he couldn’t per­
suade fellow councilmen to switch the 
regular meetings from the second Monday of 
each month. Giving up one Monday night 
football telecast out of four was a bigger 
sacrifice than Marshall was prepared to 
make for his political career. . .
BILLY MARTIN may have been 
slowed by the baseball strike but he wasn’t 
totally stopped. Making a visit to Honolulu 
at least partially business by atending the 
series between Tacoma Tigers, Pacific Coast 
League farm club for Oakland Athletics, and 
the Islanders, Martin found the scouting role 
a bit dull and gave his undivided attention to 
the plate umpire. He was so loud and abusive 
that the umpiring crew refused to start the 
game the next night until Martin was 
removed from his behind-the-plate vantage 
point. . . no club has been hurt more by the 
strike than Oakland, which drew only 
842,259 fans in 1980. When the players 
walked out, the Athletics had a crowd count 
of 808,722 and with 50 home dates left were 
thinking of a two million season. . . it 
shouldn’t matter to a former Saanich tax­
payer but still have to hope that there is no 
truth to the report that there are plans for a 
municipal curling rink. This area has more 
curling ice now than it needs but if Saanich 
council feels that there should be a 
municipally-owned rink it could save a lot of 
money if it could purchase the Playland 
club. And that could be possible, for with 
taxes at close to $100,000 a viable private 
enterprise operation at Playland is not
likely. . . the “A” .square at the Victoria 
Curling Club this season should provide 
some exceptional competition. Rob Cum­
mings, who will have Barry Harvey as vice­
skip and Murray Walker and Ernie Hawkins 
on the front end, will be there and opponents 
will likely include Brad Clarke, Steve 
Skillings and Don Nemeth. . . the heighth of 
something was reached last week in the 
release of a consultant’s report which 
recommended that there be no major events 
in Vancouver’s under-construction domed 
stadium on Thursday and Friday evenings 
and Saturday afternoons. There could be 
some monumental traffic problems but the 
solving of them won’t include the closing 
down of the $150 million extravagance 
during the prime time mentioned. . . horses 
trained by George Brown, who has the 
biggest and best stable, have already earned 
more than $50,000 at the current Sandown 
standardbred meeting and a $100,000 
meeting is a probability. That’s quite a figure 
for Sandown but it doesn’t seem so im 
pressive after reading that Canadian-breeder 
E.P. Taylor received almost $10 million for 
three yearlings. One went for $3.5 million 
and another brought $3.3 million. . .
* +
BOSTON CELTICS, National Basketball 
Association champions, have included 
Vancouver on a pre-schedule tour of leading 
Pacific Northwest cities. . . only 14 per cent 
of the U.S. population is black but black 
athletes are dominant in professional team 
sports as well as in track and field. A survey 
showed that 70 per cent of the players in the 
NBA and 55 per cent of the players in the 
National Football League are black and that 
the gap in major league baseball is closing. 
Eddie Robinson, football coach at Gram- 
bling College, where all but a few students 
are black, summed it up. “The white boy,” 
he said, “has other things to do. People keep'' 
reminding me that there is a difference in 
physical ability between the races, but I think 
not. The Negro b oy just practices longer and 
harder, and has the keener desire to excel in 
sports because it is more mandatory for his 
future opportunities than it is for the white 
boy.”. . . the NFL had better make some 
arrangement with Herschel Walker, who was 
a freshman sensation as a University of 
Georgia running back last year.
Prairie Inn runner 
has determined air 
in game against 
Coast Projects. 
Prairie Inn mn 7-6 
in eighth inning and 
tied with Coast for 
fourth spot in 
league.
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Operation eating bowl 
Students in Pictou 
County, Nova Scotia 
raised almost $3000 
for the use’s 
Operation Eating 
Bowl. By giving up 
snacks for one day 
they saved enough to 
buy bowls for 7500 
school children in 
Lesotho, Southern 
Africa, replacing 
rusty tin cans used to 
hold use milk 
supplements and 
lunches provided by 
the World Food 
Program. U S C 
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Monday night that 
two full-time am­
bulance employees 
will be arriving in 
Sidney in the near 
future.
The two employees 
will work five days a
week for seven hours 
a day and are fully 
trained by emergency 
health services.
Mayor Norma 
Sealey added they had 
been expected to 
arrive this week but 
have been delayed.
The ambulance 
service has been run in 
the past by members 
of the volunteer fire 
department members 
who have expressed 
concern recently over 
slow responses due to 
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NEW HOURS
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2391 BEACON AVE. 
DRUFTWOOD CENTRE 
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, The Canadian movement (or personal Illness.
North Saanich’s committee B Mon4ay ^ 
voted to proceed with road paving projects; 
estimated to cost $39,610. Tenders will now . 
be called, aldermen decided^> Roads to be 
paved and estimated costs are;
Kedge Anchor Road (east of Inwood) - 
$1,1870; Rem. Kedge Anch Anchor and 
Dunn Road - $13,300; Dalkeith (east of 






Baking has been our business 
since 1903 .





vertising and editorial 
offices will be shut 
Monday on B.C. Day 
so employees can 
enjoy the holiday. 
Deadlines for 
classified, advertising 
and editorial material 
is 12 noon, Saturday.
r




Including .... . . . . . . .
rmumsABOvr
rmcROum:
and south of Bazan Bay) - $3,800; Wains
Road (east of Madrona) - $11,600 and West 
Saanich (riorth of Lands End - $6,240. ;' :
®in other council news; The committee 
also approved paving of a footpath beside 
McTavish Road, one and-a-half meters in 
width with an asphalt curb at a total cost of 
$17,140. • •
Because McTavish is a secondary highway 
the provincial government will pay half the 
cost of the footpath.
® A letter to the municipal council by Mrs. 
J.D. Prentice about problems with access to 
Kingfisher beach got quick action from the 
committee but on only one of the three 
points that she raised.
Posts will be erected to prevent cars from 
driving down the path to the beach and no 
parking signs will be placed at the end of 
Beach Road, for good measure.
Mrs. Prentice’s requst for a large, un- 
tippable garbage can was rejected on the 
grounds that experience indicated it would 
cause the little problem to get worse, not 
better, and her request for wooden .steps 
down the bank of the beach was rejected on 
the grounds that high tides would carry the 
steps away.
•Sidney RCMP had to be reminded of it 
themselves, but they’d like to remind 
homeowners that a Nortlt Saanich bylaw 
prohibits riding horses on beaches in the 
summer,
(r %^*PHBfc'NTED IW THE 
CITY OF VICTORIA DEPT, OF RECREATION
VICTORIA MEMORIAL ARENA 
TUESDAY AUGUST 4 - 8 p.m.
ALL StATSi MtSEItVtU‘7.00 •'8,00 
SPECIM. PRIMS 0,A,P.' Children 12 yri, ‘ Under $2.00 OK Regular Prices
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Friday 9:30 ■ 8
656-3314
Beacon Plaza, 2337 Deacon Avenue, Sidney
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Two plays at third base during early 
afternoon fastball game between Prairie 
Inn and Coast Projects of the Sidney 
Senior Men's League, meant the dif­
ference between a win or a loss in the 
extra inning game.
Wayne Duncan, [top left] stole third 
on a pass ball, keeping Prairie Inn's 
chances alive, and eventually scored to 
tie the ball-game, even though Dreher, 
Coast's third-baseman made an excellent 
tag on the play.
Graham MacKay of Coast Projects 
did not fare as well in the following 
inning, when with two men on, he was 
forced out at third, becoming the second 
out of the half and freeing Prairie Inn 
from a great deal of pressure.
Prairie Inn eventually won the 
ballgame 7-6 in the eighth inning, which 
puts them into a tie situation with Coast 
Projects for fourth spot in the league. 
Had Coast managed the victory, they 
would have been tied with Harvey's 
Sporting goods for third place.
At present Fulford Inn Salties of 
Saltspring Island hold down first place 
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AUTO - FIRE 
TRAVEL - R.V. 
BOAT - TRAILER
TOWia & COUNIKY REALTY (1980) LTD. 
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JULY 29th to AUG. 2nd
m um
svi:;/
TODDI.EIIS24’s,....,.,.,......, ....4«29 BOX - 50i.89 CASE - 12 PER CASE
TODULEHS-ta's,...,........ ....7.S9 box~31»S9case~ 4 per case
EXTIYA ABSORBENT 24's...:. . . .3.39 BOX -39-49 CASE-12 PER CASE
EXTRA ABSORBENT 60's..... .. . 8.39 BOX-33.19 CASE- 4 PER CASE
NEWBOKN30's .... 3.29 BOX - 38.29 case 12 per case
DAYTINSEao's..,,,,,, .., . 3.39 BOX - 39.49 case - 12 per case
OVEBNIGHTi2's„...... , , ,1.99 BOX-34.99 CASE-18 PER CASE
ALL CANADIAN BRANDS






















































‘y!-cleaning,.ruk-!jesistant \‘Band-a-blu’’®^^^^^:^^b^ adjust from full flame to simmer. Stove featums full- 






A sure light every timerain or shinol Water­
proof heads, waterproof striker, plastic coated 
Inner box. Pocket size box of 50, 25i3 370
Backpacker sleeping bag... 100% 
comfort
CO-OP MANDARIN
375 ml . ^.
Ooz.Opk..
mmmmmm
CO-OP PURE CREAMED PANTRY SHELF





385 mL_ _ _ .......
Wonder Puff
28”x78” Sleeping bag features 100% nylon 
cover, 100% nylon lining, 100% polyesier 1111- 
ing, With waterproof hood, 2 lbs, 113 845






By Taylor, Koana, Maui, Regular low piico,
Folda
carrier
What an ideal This water container holds 4 
gallons when full and folds up hwon empty, 
Durable food -approved polyothylono w/fool- 
proof spigot. 159 368
6 Patio and Paiiy lights
Regular low price
Wo also ollor a good soloction ol products in our 
Dopt. (or oxamplo; Tools, Paints, A lull lino ol 
Fishing Goar, Housowaros, Small Appllancos, 
Homo EntortainmonI, Lawn, Garden and 
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r-atrifia Bay Oishway - Reservations 652-1146
The Far
'A homecoming
of sorts' for Jey
The mountains of the Kurile 
Islands always seem grim and 
bleak. I’ve passed this'way many 
times before on my way across 
the North Pacific on the Great 
Circle route and as the plane 
nears the end of the S'/i-hour 
flight and flies southward 
towards Japan, the Kuriles rise in 
the mist far to the west.
They have always seemed 
windswept, remote — a symbol 
of the tension in the Northwest 
Pacific between four of the 
world’s giants. The Soviets had 
seized the Kuriles, which sweep 
right down to Japan itself, and 
during the confusion at the 
Japanese surrender in 1945 
grabbed number of small of­
fshore islands for good measure.
These were considered a part 
of Japan and still are, despite the 
insistent Russian occupation for 
36 years and their continued 
intransigence.
Japanese maritime self defence 
force ships (they still stop short 
of calling it a “navy’O and their 
U.S. nayy allies and “protec- 
tbrs” almost daily face the Soviet 
fleet in the grey cold waters of the 
Japan Sea and the North Pacific, 
y A' shbrt distance to the west of 
: this ^ confrontation ,is China, 
watchingy iyari^ 
emerging from decades of prickly 
y and often hostile isolation.
Vl’ve watched them from afar.
fascinated by their long history, 
so significant to the culture of the 
entire Far East, and by their 
political turbulence. I have 
always been conscious of the 
leading role the Chinese must 
play on the world stage and 
particularly in the Pacific.
For me it’s always a 
homecoming of sorts when 1 
return to the Far East. This time 
it was even more exciting than 
usual for I was heading for China 
where I had never trod before.
By Jay Rangel
I had visited Japan so many 
times since leaving almost 30 
years ago; I had been on the very 
gateways to China in Hong Kong 
and Macau; I had lived for a time 
in Vietnam on the southern 
border and in Laos to the west; 
across the narrow Formosa 
Strait, I had seen the Peoples’ 
Republic from a Taiwan per­
spective and across the South 
China Sea from the Philippines 
— but never had I set foot in 
: China itself.
Now, finally I was on my way 
and it waS: difficult to mask the 
■'"■■'excitementiy ■ ’^'yy.
As we flew low over Japan to 
i>ur first short stop at Narita; 
(Tokyo’s controyersial new
airport) the green, lush coun­
tryside of rural Japan reminded 
me how very lovely this country 
is.
But even more I realized that 
I’d forgotten how intensively and 
how painstakingly the Japanese 
cultivate the barely 19 per cent of 
their mountainous islands that 
can be tilled. Every available plot 
is meticulously and lovingly 
tended and a bounty gratefully 
received.
My thoughts return to our 
peninsula and I realize how much 
potential we have for growing 
and how vital it is to keep our 
options open so we may, if we 
must, grow our own vegetables.
As I look down at this lush, 
terraced landscape, in the shadow 
of the June monsoon clouds, I 
am very conscious of our own 
farmland and how vital it is to 
protect and cherish and how 
short sighted and mistaken the 
arguments that “it’s too small to 
be economically farmed’’.
Quickly, we are flying over the 
China Sea and the lights of Hong 
Kong soon glitter from the 
famous harbour and surrounding ' 
hills. Even from the air, it iooks: ; 
■■■■■busy.' '
. “I’ve always yfound Hong'^ 
Kong to be ay hue and fraritic 
“flea market’’ in a sub-tropical 
setting. Despite concerns often : 
expressed elsewhere, no
North Saanich Aid. Julian “Jay” 
Rangel was one of a group of 24 
mayors and aldermen who visited 
China and Japan in June. The tour 
was sponsored by the Canada-China 
Friendship Association.
Rangel, 46, was born in Japan and
lived there as a child during World 
War II and speaks Vietnamese as well 
as Japanese. This is the first of a two- 
part article in which he describes his 
return once again to Japan and his 
first-ever visit to China.
one
the Crown Colony seemed 
concerned with the impending 
end of the 99-year lease on the 
“New Territories’’ and 
presumably a return to China.
Everyone seemed happily 
pursuing the favourite pastime: 
separating,y visitor 
’ dbllarsi pounds, yen or marks. In' " 
fact I don’t think the Chinese are 
preoccupied with this issue either. 
After a fe\v days of shopping and 
acclimatising, we finally boarded 
the train for our entry into 
China.
We slipped into China quietly 
and unobtrusively. In keeping 
with the new policy of en­
couraging western visitors, our 
train rumbled into the People’s 
Republic from British territory 
without interruption. We passed 
the border of Lowu-Shumchun 
without the customary stop and 
official procedures and travelled 
through the Guangdong 
(Kwantgung Province) country­
side toward the city of ; 
Guangzhou known/or centuries 
as Canton. ’
This was to be a very brief stop 
in this steamy city on the banks 
of the Pearl River — which 
looked dccidcly muddy and 
swollen. Aside from being the 
original home of most Canadians 
of Chinese ancestry, this warm 
and verdant province gave the 
world Cantonese cuisine, but wc 
are not destined to visit any of the 
justifiably famous restasurants of 
Guangzhow.
The morning heal seems to be 
ready to envelope us all as we 
drive through the banyam lined 
old streets past Sha Mien Island. 
This evokes memories of a 
different world, for this is where 
the British and French con- 
cessions were when foreign 
powers forced extraterritoriality 
on the Chinese.
The heat doesn’t quite catch us 
as we are in the airport boarding 
our plane to Kunming — the city 
of eternal spring before the 
promise of heal turns into a 
scaring reality.
Yunnan, is for a naturalist, a 
place of many wonders.
Zoological and botanical
literature is full of references to 
places in this southwestern 
province which borders Burma, 
Laos and Vietnam. Kunming, the 
capital, is favoured by a clim^e ^ 
d^igried to please;the Vaficbuvef ’ l 
Islander; the winters areyshort 
and rnild and ; they surhmer y 
^ - moderate.;' ■'■.; r-■■ :■.;;■■
This city isbn a plateau over 
6,000 feet above sea level and 
surrounded by mountains in 
three directions. In the low 
forests in these mountains are a : 
profusion of wild rhoden- 
dendrons — the ancestors of 
many of our prized shrubs (not to 
mention a host of other rare, 
interesting and even quite 
familiar plants).
Yunnan is home to 22 of 
China’s 55 minority peoples and 
they add much to the fascination 
of this very colourful part of 
China.
About 100 kilometers from 
Kunming, in the country of the 
Yi people, is an incredible 
geologic wonder that would be, if 
it were situated in Georgia or 
even Alberta, a greatly publicized 
wonder of the world.
Known as the Stone Forest, it 
is exactly what it appears to be; a 
collection of limestone obelisks 
and tov/ors rising in some cases to 
a hundred feet. With only a bit of 
imaginatibn 1 saw strange and 
wondcrous shapes rising into the 
sky as wc walked tlirough and up 
and down a well contrived and 
challenging maze of pathways.
Close by is a Yi village from 
whence a series of colourful and 
animated group of lady en­
trepreneurs emanted, bearing all 
manner of traditionar native 
clothing, (all hand woven of 
course). The young people from 
the village provided some very 
vibrant and enthusiastic en­
tertainment at the rustic, but 
clean, comfortable guest house 
where wo stayed.
Their joic-de vivre attd delight
at what they did so nicely was 
infectious enough to^ cause me to 
leap around too — the only 
Canadian to make a public 
spectacle but joined by three of 
rhy commonwetdth brethren 
from Australia, who have seldom 
let rne down in this type of ac­
tivity vvherever'' we’ have en­
countered each other in the 
world.
At Kunming municipal hall, we 
held the first of our three 
meetings with mayors and fellow 
municipal ppliticans: To reflert 
the cosmopolitan nature of the 
city and the province^ it seembd ; 
appropriate that Mr. Shiu, the 
deputy mayor was a member of 
the tough and resilient Hui 
nationality, one of China’s 
moslem peoples.
We formed a fast friendship 
and he wanted this recorded with 
pictures arm in arm in a proper 
socialist pose.
The whole question of 
minorities in China is thoroughly 
intriguing as their policy in this 
regard is both innovative and 
sophisticated. I hope to go into 
the matter in some detail based 
on considerably more research, 
but suffice to say that it is a 
priority with the central 
government and progress is 
clearly evident.
Still, many knotty issues 
remain as theSe aboriginal 
peoples arc incredibly diverse in 
their origins, their-geography, 
their customs and their specific 
problems.
Most of them live in highly 
sensitive areas and occupy a great 
deal of land despite the fact that 
totally they account for about 
five per cent of the population.
For example the Ounnxi- 
Zhuang nufonornous region 
(eciuivaicnt to a province) is the 
scene of continuous border in­
cidents with Vietnam and is 
populated by a large population 
of ethnic minority peoples as arc 
Tibet, Inner Mongolia, etc, — 
equally as sensitive as any other 
scene of border disputc.s.
medals ft
Young Kevin Gardner is the 
proud possc.ssor of three medals 
won at the B.C. Games for the 
Dir,ablcd held at Kelowna July 10 
-12. ■ ■'■
Kevin Gardner. , . wheelchair medalist
Kevin, 13, 9363 Webster, 
Sidney, has two bronze medals — 
one for free-stylc swimming, the
oilier lor 20i)-mctie track — a 
silver medal for a vvin in breast 
stroke and two ribbons for 
ha c k s (rok i* n n d 100. m el re t r.a ck.
The disabled yotingstcr has 
braces on one leg, walks with 
crutches and uses a wheelchair 
when he’s tired, fhe Gardner 
~~ parents Lyn attd Ron
and sister Karen, 14 —■ ac­
companied Kevin to the games 
and "we all had a great Time," 
says Mrs. Gardner.
Kevin is entered in the B.C. 
Summer Oamc.s, wheelchair 
yimip division, to be held Aug. 
27-30 at Comox.
Hi
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Concentration comp victims 
meet in Sidney motel
By JOHN GREEN
If the Cedarwood Court Motel was not 
such a pleasant place to stay, four people 
who were thrown together in one of the 
world’s most unpleasant places might never 
have met again.
Aric and Freda de John, from Red Deer,
9522 Lochside, Sidney, for five years. Mrs. 
Louise Friderichs and her daughter and son- 
in-law, Marjolyn and Walle Nauta, from 
Holland, had stayed there two years ago 
while visiting her son, Ernest Friderichs of 
10653 Madrona Drive.
This year the two groups were booked in 
at the same time, and owner Jim Tate 
mentioned to the Nautas that another Dutch 
couple was coming.
As it happened the two men met outside 
when the de Jongs arrived on July 17, and 
they arranged to have coffee later on.
Since the men had never met before, Freda 
de Jong had no reason to expect anything 
when she walked into the Nauta’s cabin — 
but she realized immediately that she had 
known Mrs. Friderichs almost 40 years 
before in a Japanese concentration camp in 
Indonesia. Mutual recognition among all 
three women quickly followed.
They had actually been in two camps 
together, both in Semarang, in Central Java. 
Mrs. de Jong, then Freda Bannink, was 17 
when she and her brother were imprisoned in 
1942. Ernest Friderichs, at 14, was in the 
first camp with his mother and sister, who 
was 11 at the time. Later he was moved to a 
men’s camp, where his father was.
In the first camp, where they got to know 
each other, there were only a few hundred 
people. In later camps there were several 
thousands.
They spent about a year in each of the first 
two camps, but when the women were 
moved for a third time Freda did not go to 
the same camp as the others. They met again 
after the war, however, when she went to 
visit the Friderichs, who had been re-united 
and had moved into a room in an abandoned 
hotel in Semarang.
The Friderich family moved to Holland 
early in 1946. Freda stayed in Indonesia 
where she met Aric de Jong, vyho had been 
fent there with the Dutch army in l946^ They 
were married in 1950 and went to Holland, 
then moved to Red Deer in 1956. ^
Earnest Friderichs has been in Canada 
since 1963, and came to North Saanich three 
years ago.
There will probably be other re-unions in 
the future, as the de Jongs and the Nautas 
plan to move to the Sidney area when they 
retire. A nephew of Mrs. Friderichs who was 
also in the first camp was to join the family 
at the Cedarwood on Sunday, but the de 
Jongs were expected to be gone before he 
arrived.
Recollections of internment camp life were 
generally very unpleasant, but only Mrs. 
Nauta had been subjected extreme brutality. 
At the age of 12 she had been beaten with a 
wooden stake by a Japanese officer so 
severely that in later years her kidneys had to 
be removed.
Hotel Sidney owner 
Denis Paquette’s 
Danae — an old-time 
power boat Vv'hich has 
passed the half- 
century mark but still 
looks polished and 
picture perfect — is 





Classic Boat Festival 
to be held over Labor 
Day weekend.
This year’s judges 
include a Sidney man 
— Bent Jesperson — 
and Seattle’s Norman
Blanchard.
Because the postal 
strike has slowed 
reigistration from a 
torrent to a trickle, all 
classic boat owners 
are urged to phone 
their entries to the 
sponsors, Victoria 
Real Estate Board, at 
385-7766.




Steamex has been proven to do a superior cleaning job over carpet 
cleaning machines of our major competitors. Our 6 jets get the dirt other 
machines can't reach. Clean your carpets and upholstery the eazy, 
money-saving Steamex way. Hourly, Daily, Weekend Rates —- And it’s as 
easy as vacuuming your rug.
Happy chance last week re-united four people, front Sidney, Red Deer, Alberta, 
and Holland who were imprisoned together 40years ago in a Japanese internment 
camp in Java. From left, Walle and Marjolyn Nauta, Louise Friderichs, Ernest 





Monday night to 
approach the local 
chapter ? of the■ 
Architectural Institute 
of British Columbia 
for names of 
replacements for the 
Advisory Planning 
Commission.
From these names 
will come the ap­
pointments for the 
coming year’s 
commission.
It is 15 months since 
the design panel 
consultants were 
appointed and four 
members have in­
dicated their desire to 
be replaced.
ULLAGE! fALET
1 HOUR ^ DRIVE-IN CLEANERS
PROFESSIONAL DRYCLEANING & LAUNDRY SERVICE 
-I WEEK ON SUEDE & LEATHER CLEANING 
SPECIALIZING IN TAILORING, DRESSMAKING 
REPAIRS, ALTERATIONS ETC. - 
HOUBS; 7:30 ■ B E.M. - SAT. 8:30 • 5 P.M.
652-1555
7A - 7120 W. SiafAchRefiB 





FOR YOilR PROTECTION carpet cteanei
aniE Biuooa give ufes
Volunteers and Red Cross 








TORO - LAWNBOY ~ SNAPPER
SAVE OM LAWNMOWKM8 
COME IN A CHECK Oim PI1ICE8!
(Still some Used Mowers lelt)
ALSO
GOOD SELECTION OF HOMEUTE A PIONEEG CHAIN SAWS
9773 • 5th Stred, Sidtt«y 
6S6-S54I ..
HI, hO Of net
2020 Brldoo St„
wiftiHU, n f, VBl *13
M f.O M i
1810 Island Hwy. 
tniwMB ftr, vnfti.i>
' AYn.0»45
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Beaches fine, but why?
All beaches on the 
Saanich Peninsula — 
in fact, all sea beaches 
and all 29 lake 
beaches in the Capital 
Regional District — 
are within swimming 
standards for the first 
time in the seven years 
Dr. A.S. Arneil has 
been the region’s 
health officer.




spokesman f or 
Arneil’s office said 
Friday. Currently, the 
doctor is doing some 
research on the 
situation, she added.
Meanwhile, it’s 
good news, Arneil 
says.
If he were an op­
timist he’d think it the 
end of warning signs.
he says, but “as a 
pragmatist I guess the 
occasional high 
counts will recurr 
until we get rid of all 
possible pollution 
sources, such as storm 
drains that carry more 
than storm water. . .’’
As a “cautious 
person’’ Arneil says 
he’ll leave the postings 
up “for a wee while 
yet.’’
And for those 
wanting details, the 
news looks even
better, he says. More 
than 50 per cent sea 
beaches had counts of 
10 (faecal colifor- 
ms/100 ml.) or less; 
90 per cent were less 
than 25. The standard 
allows, 200, Arneil 
says.







No minimum balance required.
a 1614% interest calculated on your lowest monthly 
balance.
a Interest compounded quarterly to improve 
yield. {17.26% effective annual yield).
a Rate reviewed monthly.
® 24 hour access with Automated Teller Machines.
All shares and deposits fully guaranteed by 
the Provincial Credit Union Share and Deposit 
Guarantee Fund. '
idfifiich pmlnioici 
^ sd^liigs credit cinldii
Automated Tellers are now located at our Sidney and 
Shelbourhe branches and will soon be in service at our 
Royal Oak branch.
The postal strike is 
hampering the Captial 
Regional District’s 
efforts to complete 
enumeration of 
electors for the 
November elections 
— some 3,(X)0 voter 
registration cards 
have not been 
returned to the CRD 
for inclusion on the
voters’ list, says a 
CRD spokesman.
Cards were left 
where enumerators 
found no one at home 
with the request that 
cards be mailed in. 
The spokesman said 
people with
registration cards 
should deliver them to 
any CRD office.
CRD executive 
officer Dennis Young 
has been appointed 
returning officer, 
chairman Norma 
Sealey and directors 
A1 Beasley, Jim 
Campbell and 
Howard Drummond 
have been named to a 






galloped boldly out of 
the pages of 400 years 
of European history 
and into the hearts of 
millions of people. On 
Aug. 4 at 8 p.m. in 
Victoria Memorial 
Arena a two-hour 
equestrian ex­
travaganza with 
spectacular new acts 
and riders from six 
countries will blend 
with an array of more 
than 20 of these 
horses.
The Lipizzan is an 
aristocrat, the royalty,
the light and nimble 
dancer and aerialist of 
the equestrian world. 
His distant ancestors 
from the Orient bore 
Ghengis Khan out of 
the wastes of Asia to 
conquor much of the 
then known world.
Highlight of the 
performance is a 
series of battle tactics.
The show is 
presented by the City 
of Victoria recreation 
department. Tickets 
at arena box office 
and Kev’s Boogie 
Sound Centre, Sid­
ney.; Special prices 
for children 12 years> 








Cates if you are new in town 
and feel kind of lost; If you've 
just added a new son or 
daughter to your family; If 
HE has finally asked you to 
become his wife; If you or 
someone in your family is 






An improved bus 
service to the Saanich 
Peninsula Hospital 
now provides a two- 
day connection from 
the transfer point in 
Saanichton, enabling 
trips to be made both 
before and after the 
timed transfer with 
the 70 Pat Bay High­
way route. ^
To reach the 
hospital, senior 
citizens im North 
Saanich arid Sidney 
can use the 70 route to 
Saanichton and then 
transfer to the 75 to 
reach the hospital.
The change will be 
detailed in new transit 
schedules being 
printed for Aug. 28 
travel changes. Prior 
to that time the 75 
Central Saanich bus 
will travel between 
three and four 
minutes later than 
currently published 









Teenagers in Sidney and 
North Saanich are busy this 
summer — but not quite busy 
enough. Members of Sidney 
■Teen Activity Group (STAG) 
are looking for work and 
they’re willing to garden, do 
housework, paint, work in 
stores — in fact, they’re 
willing to try their hand at any 
job, says STAG co-ordinator 
and organizer, Angie Boutin.
If you have a task you can’t 
cope.with call the Peninsula 
Community Association at 
656-0134.
Above, Shawn Sheppard,
2140 Skylark Lane does some / 
digging for Mr. and Mrs. Gene - 
Dubberley, 9495 Maryland. || 
It’s the 15-year-old’s fourth V' 
job and Boutin says Shawn — || 
and other STAG members — || 
would also like to get fulltime : 
summer jobs. i|
“Many businessmen won’t | 
hire students because of lack || 
of experience, nothing changes || 
— except they just become || 













3756 - 3rii Street, Sidney
{3rd & BEVAN)
■ 7 -10 a.m. tci ii p.sii. ..
656-1022









Capital Region Transit 
System tiuses will 





B.C. Day, August 3,







FROM 269^^PER person DOUBLE OCCUPANCT 
ESTIMATED DEPARTURE TIMES:
Dciiitrt Victoria upproi, 12:00 noon Sun/Tliur,










. '» 5th 4 Beacon > Orillwood Centre
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Seniors [aged 60 or over] new 
to Sidney? Don’t know anyone? 
Silver Threads centre offers class 
activities and a warm welcome. 
Drop in to 10030 Resthaven or 
call us at 656-5537.
Tennis ’81 is happening in 
Central Saanich. Afternoon 
lessons for all ages, register now 
at the municipal hall or call 652- 
4444 for details. Cost; six lessons 
for$13.
Interested in local history? 
Sidney Museum on Beacon 
Avenue is open 10 a.m. - 5 p.m. 
seven days a week through Sept.
7.
Anyone for tennis? Players at 
all levels are welcome to join the 
Saanich Peninsula Tennis Club 
which meets Tuesdays and 
Thursdays at Parkland school 
courts. Play is from 6:30 p.m. 
until dusk from now through 
September. Balls supplied, fee — 
adults $10, students $5. For more 
information, call Jim Black at 
656-2885 or come to the courts 
any Tuesday or Thursday.
Central Saanich Senior 
Citizens meet the first and third 
Thursdays at the Lion’s Hall on 
East Saanich Road at 2 p.m. A 
planned program is offered.
Sidney Ladies Barbershop 
Chorus meets at 7:45 p.m. 
Mondays at PALS, 9830 - 5th 
Street Sidney. For more in­
formation call Margaret 
Chapeskie at 656-6392.
If you are weight-wise come 
and join a friendly group from 10 
- 11 a.m. (TOPS) Monday
morning at St. Paul’s Church, 
2410 Malaview. For more in-
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formation call 656-2654 or 656- 
3851.
Do you think you have a legal 
problem and want to be sure you 
need a lawyer before actually 
paying for one? Or do you just 
want some legal questions an­
swered? Go in and talk to the 
staff at UVic’s Law Student’s 
Free Legal Information Clinics, 
open now until Aug. 27. The 
clinics are open Tuesday and 
Wednesday, 3 - 9 p.m. at First 
United Church Hall, room 112, 
Quadra and Balmoral, and 
Thursday from 9:30 a.m. - 4:30 
p.m. at UVic Law School, Begbie 
Building, room 125. For more 
information call 477-7113 local 
26.
July is Adopt-A-Dog-Month at 
the SPCA, 3150 Napier Lane (at 
Burnside) If you can give a good 
home to a lonely dog ...
Saanich Peninsula La Leche 
League’s next meeting at 8 p.m. 
Aug. 6 will focus on weaning and 
nutrition. Location has been 
changed to 2091 Airedale. For 
more information call 658-5753.
Animal Crusaders annual 
garden parly will be held Aug. 1,
2 - 5 p.m. at 2199 Lafayette 
Street. Silver collection.
Did you break a special .saucer 
or cup? Don’t despair, the 
Salvation Army store, 713 
Johnson, may have just the piece 
you require among its table of 
oddments of china. Drop in and 
browse, if they don’t have what 
you need phone and Sally Ann 
will contact you if they get it in 
the future. Call 727-2293.
Human rsources plans a Foster 
Information Night 7:30 p.m. July 
22 at 1627 Fort Street. Couples 
and single adults welcome.
questions about becoming a 
foster parent answered. Film, 
coffee, for more information call 
598-5121.
The Peninsula Christian 
Women’s After Five Club plans a 
dessert party 7 - 9 p.m. Aug. 10 at 
the Lions Hall, 6994 East Saanich 
Road. Special feature: Flawaiian 
surprise. Louise Holland will 
play the vibra-harp, speaker is 
Shirley Small from Seattle. For 
reservations call Janette at 652- 
2930.
Sidney Teen Activity Group 
[STAG] Clubhouse is located at 
2304 Oakville, behind Sanscha 
Hall. It is an activity centre for 
young people aged 13-19 years 
who live on the peninsula. Most 
activites are free and everyone is 
welcome.
Clubhouse hours are 6 - 10 
p.m. Monday through Thursday; 
6-11 p.m. Friday and Saturday 
and 1-5 p.m. Sundays. Summer 
activities include swim trips and 
outings at noon Mondays, 
Thursdays and Fridays. There are 
also several camping trips and 
beach parties as well as many 
special events scheduled during 
Teen Recognition Week, lo be 
. held July 26 - Aug. 2.
White tag items half-price at 
the Salvation Army Thrift Stores 
during August. Stores are located 
at 713 Johnson; 9775-2nd Street, 
Sidney; 2812 Bryn Maur, 
Langford; and 7174 West 
Saanich Road, Saanichton.
The 'Vintage Car Club of 
Canada, Victoria chapter, plans a 






During the postal 
strike pension cheques 
for the more than 
2,700 B.C. Hydro 
pensioners will be 
available at Hydro’s 
head office and 
district offices 
throughout the 
province on and after 
July 28.
Cheques adressed 
for deposit with 
financial institutions 
will be delivered to 
those offices where
practical. Unclaimed 
cheques will be mailed 
out as usual when 





20% to 60% OFF
ALL SUMMER STOCK
Get your Good Buys Now 











In Beautiful Brentwood Bay
STORE HOURS”
DAILY 8;30 - 6:00 
THURS., FRI. 8:30 - 9:00 
SUNDAY 10:00 - 5:30
WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT QUANTITIES WHILE STOCKS LAST
Home of SUPER aaving®!
Prices Effective: in Downtown Sidnoy





STESKS boneless .:. . . LB.
PORTEIIHOySE STEaKI. . .lb.^3.11
line STEftKS... ..1.^217
SIRLOIN STEAKS.....     ...l..^2J7
SIRLOIN TIP STEAKS .^2.49 1 SHELL BONE RyifflP ROAST
SIRLOIN ROASTS .^2.49
GROOND BEEF F«.i«H..... ........:...i..^l.69 I GROUND BEEF




EYE OF ROUND STEAKS .....:......lb.^2 J9
TENDERIZED STEAKS ^*2.19








PMHHil Ulr PLiair ROUNDORRUMP).. . . . . . . .....LB.


















ZIP FIRE STARTER 79'
.......JIM





TANG SALAD DRESSING 
SUN RYPE APPLE JUICE , .
ROYALL LUNCHEON MEAT n.. 
KRAFT SLICED CHEESE 
WEST MARGARINE 3.1.
KRAFT CORN OIL MARGARINE. m. 
WAVELINE KETA SALMON
SWIFT’S CANADIAN WEEK 



















DINNER HAM BimeletiCrvovacPach. . . . . . ..........LB.
FUILV COOKER








NEW DUNCAN HINES SOUR CREAM,
GOLDEN VAN., CHOCOUTE, BUHER PECAN
CAKE MIX PR. . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . .






















HASH BROWNS carnation, 2>/i Ib.. i,... . .... 59
ORAN BE JUICE minute maid, 12 02....,..............
lird^rTflKII ICG McCAIN international $1 Mfk
(Paiitienne, Florentine, Normandif) 2 Ib...... nEi n a v




$4^31 PIZZA SUPREME McCAIN, 24 01.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
.pk.
Oq I SUNLIGHT DISH LIQUID 
4 391 SUNLIGHT POWDER.3 uoa 
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^GAMES OF CHANCE 
^FASHION SHOWS 
MUSIC FROM 





LION’S PANCAKE BREAKFAST 
7:30 A.M.
A motion by Aid. 
Jay Rangel at a July 
20 meeting which 
suggested council 
express its deep 
concern of the present 
situation regarding 
the Mediterranean 
fruit fly to federal and 
provincial ministers of 
agriculture and 
requested council give 
‘‘serious con­
sideration” to a 
temporary embargo 
on importation of 
California fruit and 
vegetables until 
positively demon­





to our farmers” was 
amended as follows:
It was asgreed that 
council express its 
deep concern of the
MEET THE 
PRESIDENT
present situation to 
the federal and 
provincial ministers ol 
agriculture and 
request serious 
consideration of the 
dangers from the fruit 
fly (Medfly), 




California fruits and 
vegetables, in order to 




cerned that a July 22 
report In the Review 
stated council had 
rejected a motion by 
him to place a 
complete ban on 
California produce 
and instead, agreed to 
convey its concern to 
federal and provincial 
authorities.
This report was not 
strictly accurate, 
Rangel said.
North Saanich council 
to update planning
pa/mapacnan\cnanS^®
A $22,500 program to update municipal 
planning in North Saanich will get under way 
at the beginning of next month, with the 
provincial government picking up twc) thirds 
of the cost.
Work will be carried out by George 
Atamanenko, the municipality’s planning 
consultant, over a period of several months. 
The $22,500 will buy 450 hours of his time. 
Results will be used by the council next year 
in doing the first of the five-year revisions 
called for in the official community plan.
The program comes under three main 
headings: agricultural policies, natural 
environment policies and growth 
management policies.
At a meeting of committee A July 23 it 
was agreed that first priority should be given 
to growth management and second to 
agricultural polices. Largest allocation of 
money, however is $10,500 for the natural 
environment section, of which $4,000 is for 
part of a research program concerned with 
shore zone areas and upland.
The growth management items which 
committee A considered most important 
involve analysis of population, land and 
servicing requiremens, and staging guidelines 
for development outside the Agricultural 
Land Reserve.
Aid. Jay Rangel suggested it was im­
portant to have the results of the planner’s 
work before the Capital Regional District 
proceeds with changes in its overall plan.
With regard to agricultural lands, com­
mittee members recommended the planner 
consider giving all ALR lands a single 
designation, without varying zones or parcel 
sizes. Members also favored a policy of 
requiring developers of residential property 
to provide buffer zones for adjoining 
agricultural areas.
The committees recommendations were to 
go to a council meeting schedued for 
Tuesday afternoon.
The committee also discussed the 
proposed new bylaw regulating the cutting of 
trees. Aid. Dermid Bingham said he had 
studied it and thought it was satisfactory.
Among other restrictions it would require 
a permit from the municipality for the 
cutting of any tree over five meters in height 
of 15 centimeters in diameter (approximately 
16 feet or six inches), unless the tree was 
dying, diseased, damaged, dangerous or in 
the way of construction.
Council had previously voted to get the 
planner’s opinion of the bylaw, but com­
mittee members questioned whether this was 
necessary. They took no action, however, 
pending further study.
A slight relaxation of the requirements for 
inlaw suites will be recommended to council 
by the committee. One of the bylaw 
requirements is a lot size of one acre before 
such a suite is permitted.
The committee favored council discretion 
to allow a suite if all other requirements were 











Mr. Bill Alford is Presi­
dent of SMU’s Junior 
School Saturday Morn­
ing Maths Club, an 
enthusiastic group 
which met three hours 
at a time for eleven 
consecutive weekends; 
for the fun of solving 
problems in maths. 
Seven of the top fifteen 
G r ad e 7 m a t h e m a t i - 
cians in the recent 
Greater Victoria Maths 
Contest, run by the- 
University of Waterloo, 
were members of Mr. 
Alford's Club. His top 
five SMU pupils ranked 
first among all Grade 7 
maths teams in the 
region.
It shows what enthusi­
asm and a lot of hard 
work can do — with the 
right President, of 
course.
For information, call St, 
Michaels University 




Mr. and Mrs. 
Reginald e. Readings 
together with a small 
group of relatives and 
friends celebrated 
their 60th wedding 
anniversary Jjuly 14. 
at the Brentwood Inn. 
Highlight of the 
evening v was when 
Readings presented 
his bride of sixty years 
with a lovely diamond 
ring. Readings’ 
nephew Sid n ey 
Beswick proposed the 
toast to the couple.
The former Mary 
Jane Reid who was 
born in Sidney on 
October 22, 1900, the 
daughter of the late 
John and Marie Reid, 
and Reginald Earnest 
Readings, youngest 
son :of the late James 
T. and Harriot S., 
Readings who came to 
Sidney with his family 
in 1909 from 
Birkshire, England, 
where he was born on 
April 22, 1900, where 
married in the Bishops
. ' 'fl.V-'i', i , ’ U /I'l.-l,-,/N ' HvVtJt • li'i irA.It' ’ '.'.’i, 7, ’'t < 11. ^ V.'^i ' ' ,• 'Af'l?; ''.I'l’,
Palace of St. Andrews 
Cathedral Victoria, 
on July 14, 1921, by 
Monsignior J. 
Leturia.
They were, attended 
by the brides sister the 
late Rose Reid, and' 
the grooms brother, 
the late Bert 
Readings, both of 
Sidney.
The couple had one 
daughter, the late 
Dorothy Reed, and 
have three grand­
children, Daniel and 
Patrick Reed of 
Prince George, and 
Susan Humphries of 
Burnaby.
The couple has 
lived their entire 
married life on the 
peninsula. Readings 
being employed by 
several local firms, 
among them Sidney
Saw Mill, Sidney 
Trading Co., and • 
during the summer 
months, the Bazan 
Bay Brick Yard which 
was owned by his 
father until it was sold 
■' in'1936..''''-:'7.
He then went to 
work for B.C. Forest 
Products in Victoria 
where, except for a 
short leave of absence 
to run the brick yard
for the new owners, 
he worked rhainly 
driving lumber 
carriers until his 
retirement in 1965.
Mrs. Readings was 
one of the early 
operators in the 
S i d n e y t e 1 e phone 
exchange working as 
night operator.
The couple 
currently reside in 
Brentwood.
Silver Threads
Sidney Silver Threads centre at 10030 
Resthaven Drive is open 9 a.m. - 4 p.m. 
weekdays,? - 9 p.m. evenings and 1-4 p.m. 
Saturday and Sunday. Lunches, coffee, tea, 
cards, library, billiards, wide variety craft 
classes, recreational activities languages, 
trips and more. If you are 60 or better Silver 
Threads would like to hear from you.
Upcoming events: nearly new sale - Aug. 
14; PNE trip - Aug. 26.
JOIN IN THE FAMILY FUN
•ZODIAK FOOTBALL 
•LAP SIT 
•BEAT A CAR 
•SEA JOUST 
• FISHING DERBY 
•KIDDIES RIDES 
•MUSIC •FOLKSINGING 
•SAND CASTLE CONTEST 
•TREASURE HUNT
& MUCH MORE!
FOOD, GAMES, EVENTS AND 
FUN FOR THE WHOLE FAMILY . . .
SUNDAY EVENING SEE THE
BEACON AUTO PARTS M
9802 • Sth STREET (5th at Beacon) 656-0123
IS PLEASED TO ANNOUNCE IT’S “NEWEST SERVICE 9 91
ELECTRICAL REBUILDING BY TED STAUFFER
AS ALWAYS - “SERVICE WITH EXPERIENCE
FIREWORKS
iWATCH NEXT WEEK’S REVIEW FOR DETAILS OF THE
POLliROill CftiEM CONTEST
A NEW POLAROID AUTOFOCUS COI niJR CAMFRA 
WILL BE THE PRIZE!
• HYDRAULIC HOSE 
•WATER PUMPS 


































On a day like today its not only the plants 
that grow, even people seem to be larger 
spritually, more cheerful and full of hope. It 
really is heavenly, isn’t it? Just enough 
breeze to keep you from cooking, but not 
enough to interrupt the steady growth of 
your tomatoes.
Talking about tomatoes: something in­
teresting is taking place in my greenhouse. 
The tomatoes are reaching astonomical 
heights, and have some fair sized fruit 
(which won’t ripen for some time yet). The 
plants aren’t nearly as good a colour as those 
outside, possibly because the ones inside are 
in pots, so 1 have stepped,up the fertilizer on 
them.
The peppers in the greenhouse are more 
than double the size of those in the garden, 
and now have some two-inch peppers on 
them. The eggplants are getting huge and are 
in bloom, but are obviously a favorite of 
aphids, because I have to spray them almost 
every day to try to control these darned 
pests.
I must admit that there are days that I feel 
like a slave to this garden, what with 
watering, fertilizing, weeding and fighting 
the bugs! However, we have picked two 
Zuccini squash, several cauliflower, had 
three meals from the broccoli plants, eaten 
bushels of Swiss chard, and the peas are
Len Harman
Know Your Firemen
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ready to be picked, so it isn’t all bad.
Several items of interest. My sort-of 
brother-in-law, Joe, gave me a couple of 
fascinating hints. I remarked on the health 
and beauty of his peach tree (mine is having 
its problems with curly leaf). He says he cuts 
up grape-fruit rinds and in March spreads 
these under the tree.
Since curly-leaf is caused by a fungus, not 
a bug, his method doesn’t really make too 
much biological or horitcultural sense, but if 
it works, who cares.
He also has some of the biggest tomato 
plants I have ever seen growing outside. 
Each plant is like part of a jungle, with many 
shoots coming out of the ground, instead of 
the usual single central stalk. He has ac­
complished this by “hilling up’’ his plants, 
the way ones does pototoes.
•Unusual, but if it works, (and it does seem 
to, since his tomatoe plants are heavy-laden), 
maybe it is worth a try.
He also had an infestation of black aphids 
on his broad bean plants, and we agreed that 
a soap spray controls them in a hurry. My 
dear spouse, while all this lovely garden talk 
was going on, was leaning against a tree, 
yawning (and scarcely concealing the fact), 
and slowly sagging down until he was in 
danger of collapsing entirely.
1 took pity on him after admiring Joe’s 
onions (huge. . .he spread wood ash, and 
used super phosphate) and his raspberries 
(also enormous, and covered with the most 
delicious dark red berries. . .a variety called 
Williamette, and fertilized heavily, each 
spring, with sea-weed, and all the compost 
he can find),
1 have a recipe today from a friend of mine 
whose daughter has married an Italian, who, 
besides being handsome, is also a good cook. 
He makes a thin batter of egg, a little water, 
and some flour, beaten together.
Her adds a sprinkle of salt, and dips male 
Zuccini blossoms in the batter and fries them 
in olive oil just until they turn a delicate 
brown. I tried it using margarine, but think 
olive oil is possibly better.
The male flower is the bare looking one, 
the “girls” have a small, but recognizable 
bulge behind the bloom, which, when 
pollinized, will become a Zuccini.
It’s war
on blacktop
' Aid, Jim Cumrhing was unable to attend a 
meeting of North Saanich committee' B on 
Thursday and in his absence aldermen Jay 
Rangel and Edgar Farthing declared war oh 
blacktop.
With frequent references to the
hot agree with them, they expressed concern 
about the width of surfaced roads being built 
in new subdivisions, particularly in cul de 
sacs, and took issue with an engineering 
recommendation that 16 feet of paving 
should be the bare minimum.
Merits of existing roads are paved for only 
14, 12, or as little as 10 feet were extolled, as 
were the advantages of foot paths.
“In general,” Rangel summed up, “we 
want to arrive at standards that will reduce 
road widths and provide for foot paths.”
Sidney volunteer firefighter Len Harman 
was born in Princeton, went to school in 
Cranbrook, Invermere and Victoria and 
works at McCallum Motors.
Harman moved lo Sidney two years ago 
and joined the fire department, where he 
soon completed his probationary fire 
training and earned his first aid certificate.
He is interested in ambulance work and 
has responded to more than 100 emergencies 
as third'man on the crew, in order to gain 
experience in handling the many complicated 
situations which arise.
Harman and wife Jtilic have two chidren, 
Michael and Chrisopher. His hobbies in­
clude 10-pin bowling and .softball.
He suggested the committee should obtain 
input from both the engineering department 
and the RCMP before recommending new 
minimum widths.
The committee did decide to recommend 
council request provision of footpaths and 
bridle paths in subdivided areas whenever 
practical, with priority given to footpaths, 
and that council attempt to acquire a bridle 
path through the Kingswood-Brackcnhursl 
property “in accordance with historic
routes.
“We’re going to run into trouble on 
that," Farthing warned.
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Open Every Day At 11 AM
Chinese & Western Food
Light Luncheons 
“Try Us -You’ll Like It" V'
PM© In - Tak© Clnt
''•vm i c'* I:
aa
v/>=
PANELLING & BUILDING MATERIALS
FIIICESEFFtCTIVETILUgiS.S 



















T 8. G, Smooth Face, Rosawn Back. 
Cover 18 ■ 19 sq. It.
High quality lalox 













A ifiio haigain hi a iiumhur ono wall 
panol, Full 4'xfj' shoot, Pio-tinishod 
V-Qioovod panolling In warm woodgraln 
pattorn.,
YOUR CHOICE OF HAIDA CEDAR, IN­





A porinct gill Icloa for hirthd.iys, or any 



















Clean 2 bedroom home on 




A little different from the 
outside but lovely inside. 
'This \'/i storey home 
features a balcony which 
overlooks the living room & 
dining room, 3 bedrooms, 
two 4 piece bathrooms, 
floor to ceiling brick 
fireplace, vaulted ceiling, 
separate double car garage 
and large basement. This 
home is situated on almost 
an acre and is within 
walking distance "to the 
Panorama Leisure Centre. 
$140,000.
MOVE RIGHT IN 
Relax and enjoy this 3 
bedroom bungalow while 
your children play safely on 
this cul-de-sac located just 
minutes from Sidney. This 
home features a floor to 
ceiling slate • fireplace,; 
master bedroom with en 
suite and rec room in 
basement - is partially 
finished. For an ap­
pointment to view please 
; call anytime; $109,500.
■r-; DUPLEX 
No Step duplex with 2 
bdrms each side. Extra 
insulation. Plumbing and 
wiring updated. Brand new 
roof. Asking $116,000.00.
RENOVATED 
3 bedroom full basement 
home in Sidney on extra 
wide lot. Freshly decorated. 
New carpets, lino and new 
kitchen cupboards make 











ONLY 3 BLOCKS 
FROM SHOPPING!
3 Bedroom, no step 
bungalow. Large living and 
dining room. Family kit­









[off McTavish to Canora] 
OPEN HOUSE 




Yes, each afternoon I’ll 
have the pleasure of 
showing this delightful 
cottage-like mobile home — 
unless sold before.
Besides the amenities of 
the swimming pool, jacuzzi, 
games room, library, social 
hall, you have the security 
of close-by neighbours.
The vendors will consider 
any reasonable offer on the 
asking price of $114,500. 
Exclusive. Courtesy to all 
realtors.




Across the road from a 
small .waterfront park this 
building- vTot overlooks 
Bazan Bay ; m a new 
;development with un­
derground utilities, in­
cluding sewer and water. 






A well-constructed and 
beautifully-appointed home 
with many features on over 
half an acre of sea view 
property. This outstanding 
residence consists of a large 
living room with vaulted 
beamed ceiling, dining 
room, den, recreation 
room, games room, four 
bedrooms, four bathrooms, 
deluxe kitchen with family 
eating area with adjoining 
secluded sundeck of 800 
.square feet. Located in a 
desirable area near the 










Now ONLY $144,500! 
Superb 1/2 acre Property 
with 3 B.R., full basement 
home in beautiful Deep 
Cove. VISIT 11088 
BAXENDALE RD., 
THURS., FRL, SAT., 1:30 
- 3:00 and view the many 





Near new 14x66 Glen River 
2 bedroom Mobile Home 
on Strata Title Lot 35 x 86, 
complete with carport, deck 
and storage locker. 
Exclusively listed and a real 
opportunity at only 
' $92,500. Call 
Larry,P,ruden w , 656.-0365
BY OWNER
Custom built West Coast Con­
temporary. Large water view 
end of cul de sac lot. 3 to 4 
bedrooms, $25,000 
asuumabie mortgage at 11%. 







Lovely 3 bedroom home, easy 
walk to ocean, park, store and 
bus stop.
FOR SALE BY OWNER 
$115,000.




To Buy or Sell
Territories available
Mrs. J. Guenther 
384-7345
IteaS Estate §?®ag Estal3@ - Real Estate Help Wanted Boats & Garage lAnnoyrscements
For SaSe | Fer.Sage |v For Sal© For Sal© fVlarine Sales 1 S Ntof ices
CANOE COVE SCHOOL of 
Scarnonship and Navigation is 
teaching C.Y.A. "Learn to Cruise," 
sailing courses every Monday to 
Friday in July 8 August. Basic course. 
S225.656-7131. 3526-33
0611-tf
MALE AND FEMALE fish plant 
workers needed. Full and part time. 
Students welconio. 656-2435. 3550-30 
MATURE WOMAN to babysit 8 month 
old. 4-12 hours weekly. Our house. 
656-1959.3461-30 
RESTAURANT/LAUNDRY cleaning 
person required Mondoy to Friday, 
mornings only. 652-9515. ask lor Val.
3 5 3 8 -30________________________
TRAINING NOW AVAILABLE for 
sculptured fingernails. Earn extra 
iticorne at home or in a salon. Nighl 
course available. Limited seoting. 
Phone days 463-5025, Evenings 462- 
7774. no-30
FEDERATED CO-OP Oownio Street 
Sawmills has a position available for 
an EXPERIENCED SAWMILL 
millwright. Pleose forward resume 
of experience ard quolifications to 
Personnel Supervisor. Downie Street 
Sawmills. Box 1300, Revelstoke, B.C. 
VOE 250. Phone 837-5175. na-30
NEIGHBOURHOOD "JUMBLE" Sale at 
2480 Beaufort Road. Saturday, 
August 1 St from 10:00 a.m. lo 4:00. 
Many interesting items including 
Portable Typewriter (as new), 
portable sewing machine. 2 tape 
recorders, luggage, small op- 
pliances, drapes & traverse rod, saw 
horses, quantity of wood, sump pump 
• also quality clothing. Much more 
ond bargains galore. See you there • 
but not too early pleose. 3578-30
Your
Mercury & Mercruiser 
Dealer in Sidney
at the fool of Beacon Ave.
658-3221
Factory Certified Mechanics
Open Ffi. Ntghi unii! 9 p.m
SATURDAY. AUGUST 1st from 10 
o.m. - 4 p.m. 2280 Amherst. Stove, 
fridge, furniture and miscellaneous. 
3565-30
THE VICTORIA SOCIETY for Autistic 
Children next general meeting 
Tuesday, August 4 at 2888 Austin 
Ave. Victoria. 8 p.m. Refreshments 
served. Interested persons welcome. 
For further information, call 381- 
2669. 30
PENINSULA CHRISTIAN Women's 
After Five Club, invites you to a 
dessert parly, Lions Hall, 6994 East 
Saanich Rd. Monday, August 10. 7 • 9 
p.m. $2.75. Special Feoturo: 
Hawaiian Surprise. Reservations by 
August 6. Call Janette, 652-2930. 31
Coming
Events
PIANO AND GUITAR LESSONS
available locally at PENINSULA 
MUSIC, (formerly The English Music 
Studio). For unique learning ex­
perience, colt Gil or Alister at 656- 
2242 or 656-4739. tf
VINTAGE CAR CLUB of Canada. 
Victoria Chapter, will have a car 
show August 7. 8 & 9. Ponorarno 
Leisure Centre. 1885 Forest Park. 
Sidney Tickets $3.50 ot door, or $3.00 
advonce. 30
WINNIPEG $101,900.00 ap­
proximately 1630 square feet, 4 level 
split, backing man-made lake, 
double garage, family room etc. Call 
Deborah Goodfellow — Delbro Real 
Estate Number One, (204)-257-2528. 
n o -30 
UNIQUE DESIGNED 4 bedroom home . 
— 2 bathrooms. 2 fireplaces, family 
room. Close to omonities. Designer 
built, fully landscaped. Quiet cul-de- 
sac $99,500.00 Phone 112-339-3966 
(mornings) or 112-339-4522. na-31
THRIVING COUNTRY GROCERY store 
in Central Alberta. Clean operation 
with a gross of $284,000.00 Private 
sale. Phone (403)-688-3779 or (403)- 
688-3877 afterb p.m. na-30
/A'ileal'Estafe:/:;
Rent
FULLY FURNISHED ground Hoor 
waterfront apartment. 1 bedroom 
and modern appliances. References, 
please: 656-3146 . 30
BEACON AVENUE offices for rent. 












RUBBAGE, GARBAGE HAULED. Base­
ment and clean-up jobs: Phone 652-4035.
37-it
U. STUDENT seeks garden and yard 







Again available for Sidney 
and surrounding district. 
Good workmanship at 
reasonable prices.
Also excellent crews 
available for larger jobs.
656-4133
CLARK ENTERPRISES 
Low price factory salvage glass. Cut 
to size. 24 oz. 75c sq. ft.; 32 oz. $l .25: 
3/16 $1.50; Vt" plate, $1.75. Bronze 
tint, 24 oz. $1.00: 3/16 $2.00.-Works 
at 9750 - 4th St. Sidney, Open Mon. - 
Fri. 12:30 - 4 p.m., Saturday 8 a.m. - 
12 noon. Closed Wednesday. 656- 
6656. tf
FIREWOODS cut to order. Cedar 
posts, and roils. Select tree falling.
FREE. ADORABLE PUPPIES need 
loving homes. Part lob and boxer. 
Totolly weaned. 656-6298, 3592-30
NINE YEAR OLD MALE black and 
white Border collie. Free to good 
home, suitable for children or adults. 
656-1835.3587-30 
dog —Golden Lab-Samoyed Cross. 
2 years old. Free to good home. 656- 
7427. 3579-30
656-4213. 3258-tf
MANY CHOICES!! / : „
Professional /Services, 
Paying Guests, Meetings at / 
Home, Space needing 
Hobbies,; Winter Swim­
ming, R.V. Parking and 
much more come with this 4 
bedroom, 3 bath home on 
1/2 ac. MLS. Asking 
$235,000.
Karel Drost 656-2427 
1/2 ACRE
lakevif:w!
Home with a lake view. 3 
BR, on main with 2 more 
on the upper level. Full 
bsmt. Fruit trees. $127,500. 
M.L.S.
Ben Richardson 656-6958
SEEKING SMALL HOUSE or cottage by , 
responsible ' couple moving from: 
Vancouver. Will do maintenance 
work, Phone Anne or Jack collect 
112-255-6362. 3429-ltJ
REVIEW REPORriTond family need 2
or 3 bedroom home in Sidney area by 
August 151. Reply lo Box "K" The 




cottage in exchange tor ground 
keeping. Reply to Box "D", c/o Tho 
Sidney Review, P.O, Box 2070, 
SIdnoy, VBL3SS.3535-31 
NEEDED BY JANUARY, 1982. Young 
mother with woll-bohovod dog, on 
oportmonl, basement suite, or 
collage, reasonable rent, hove 
fanloslic rental roforonco. Write A. 




Vacation lawn care, Odd jobs, 
Gardening, Light, hauling,' 
clean-ups. Chain, saw work, 
household repairs. No job too 
small. $10.00/hour. '
(3435-30)







Well csinblished corner 
grocery with attached living 
quarters, Located in Sidney 





Spacious 2 bedroom 2 bath 
home in this rciircmeni 
oriented community. 
Excellent condition. Full 
Recreation facilities. Now 
Vacant.
SEAVIEWS
Charming .3 bedroom liomc 
on 6/10 acre. Adjacent to 
lire experimental farm and 
overlooking Bazan Bay. 
Asking $i:i9,5(X) MI ;S.
.lohii Bruce 656-6151 
Guilfixjy WuB** 656*4891
/
3 botlroom, no stop fancher 
typo cotlaQO. Fenced yard, 
caipoii. garden dhed, 
sundcck. Room for expansion. 
5 rninules from Do,icon, Oilers 
on $88,000, For appolnlmont, 
tall 6&6-1971. biifom 5 p,m.
CJfjWTft
SAVE
money by assuming tliis 
e.xisiing mortgage of 
$40,000 at l.V‘’/o, 
$530,00/monih IBT, due 
June '8.1. Vendor may carry 
a second mortgage lo a 
qualified purcliaser. Four 
bedroom Itome in Central 
Saanich located on a quiet 
cul-de-sac on an extra-large 
lot, Asking $134,900.
RETIRING?
Then consider this two 
bedroom home situated on 
a sunny lot with lots of trees 
and sliruhs for privacy yet 
cnouglt space for a nice 
vegetable garden, Tltc liome 
has an attached 
garagc/worksliop, Asking 
$81,0(V).
MICHAEL W. NEWMAN 
Res. 652-4105 
Telepliuiie 16041 477-7291 
1559 MeKen/le Avi-nue 
Vtclorlu. ll.C.VKN IA4
IriiiNimiiic
AppfiJA. 3V.- .lUiuij III Kuibuy
Bay, Sayward Dlsirict, Good 
polontial lor rocr()at|on,il 
po-SSiOililiOf., Asking $80,000. 
Call Bob, 635-5984, ViCloiia, 
B.C. iJiti
NEW ON THE 
MARKET
One year young, this home 
on a quiet cul-dc-sac in S. 
Sidney features, hcalilaior 
fireplace, tliermo windows, 
fenced back yard, sundcck 
off D.R. & lots of storage 




Quiet arcii, well maintained 
liome, close to fill 
fimcniiics, Suit retired 
couple 01 first lime hiiyeis. 
It is a must to view. Tor 
more information on either 




HARBEL HOLDINGS LTD. Mobllo 
lioinov locatod In parks on pods. 
Lislittg'i ond Solos. Wo wokomo all 
onciuirios, Ltstlngs wonlod, Whool 
Lslolo. Phono colloct, Lowor 
Mtiinlond Division 13647 1 OOlh 
Avt.inuo, SuiioY' IH9. 112'
SMS 36J7' Kamloops Division, 90-U.I0 
Soyinouf SHool, Kamloops, B.C. V2C 




’$199,500 for this superb 1 
B.R. tauclict, well designed 
for the active family. Top 
of the line built-ins and 
some extra fine fciitures. 
For further details call: 
Karel Drusl 656-2427
ITrr any «*•' yoar 
Real Estale needs 










IV A vm;; WOODS
656-0011
2.195 Beacon Ave. 
Sidney, B.C, 
6.%-0Kll
BOY TO MOW LAWN cirifi httip of. 
{osionnlly lit'gtirilop, i3 (t«i hour. 
Apply ip porLOP 9WI3 fitlh St, or fAf>
...........____ „ ......
EXPERifNCfF..■db'yWAlT ‘‘Toppi
iiKtuliorf t,i r|ut)l„ op flni.hiPti lob,
Coni(wpy, full tlirui Hirllvnry vnp 
ilrlvBf. Kprjwl«(((,|o (',1 lh« Soripph 
PtiPip^uUi up,.I VUtoiid (iipvi 
littLBPtiol, I'liMi,,, (r,itv,aiil rn*umo 
pful Mildly <}xp,Hj„(f to Box "L", Th,i 
Sitlpey ftwviBW. 9(125 . 3r<l ShbiP 
Siditpy ........ _ __ 35M,_3I
uiiiplly iMi|uii<p| KM,,rhp() Critu Ron,I 
0,00. Malu(« Iciify pr»fn>r<Ki. 652, 
SflSfi ollorft p.rp, 355H 3C,
P AR iTiMI "b ABY imTR" id/Tiv o 'y <*0 r 
olt.1 buy.' Mr.tftvi.h t IPmwpKuy Srfiool 
titup. Hoi|inptpg SoptBiTilior, 656 57211 
cillwr 4 p,(p, 3309 30
BUSY WATiRrMONf ronlodinpt PBeri* 
took, wditunur* dPcf dahwtnh«r, 
656 8567,. Monday to f r iridy, 3567-30 
StCRETARY 'Uulipue, ,(ii,i,:alipg lo 
Milruty Qirid. «»pBrl«riiMd.
tapnhli* UKrelnry. f'lovidn rn»um6i 
Odd rwforotic#,, to Box “M" t-'o 
Sidiuty Rttviow, 91)26 > 3fd Sfroal,
B»b'''AN’f»"'’'Bif AkFAVf’'''n'’"jTkvv 
Hoii/nn‘» f’lolect, Vltlivria HrApliplity 
Chit, iBHui,,,* h,.,,!, Ipr tlicir 
CollMl 2312 0,3134 flOM 3569 32 
ruilY ""quAM?iiP' Au“r OMolivt 
MtCHANIC •p«clnH»,Po In Ti/fi»l,lp 
i«,d rorltuiohop lor Lintuln Mufiuiy 
Diml«i*hlp Rhnpu 567-4tHI I'lrwiii,. 
r,od Wall* X Son lid, So« 12110.
Vqpdidhpof, B.C. VOJ 3AO....._^r,d-3tl
rT r ki A N n"'TTXf r i'T.'V p'y 
Chatltop » Csdtif Cou,t ond 
Chdrilop'i riwargrttpCou,!. l*t»ll«„t 
otcaptfpodption ovoilohli, I’liiqknpl 
Hur, nundtPtt* Only lnd,,«lrlrii,* 
(Htrwn* pwid apply. Contoti Lmd« 
UpirPivp Box r;,i. boptl. A,r>e,,o, 
TOrOCO. Phan* 1403)762 3659.
, ri d p .1.1
69 BUICK SKYLARK 350 2 doo, 
hcdlop, PS, PB. rodlal tiros. 70,000 
piilos on 72 ipolor. Good condition, 
$l.400Qbo, 652 1593.30 
'68 390 CU. IN. Thundorbird, dipped 
in nrld Innk. roody tn rohulld, $100, 
652-4229, coll bniwoon 5;30-6;30 p.ni,
: 3559-30 I
77 MONTE CARLO Landnu Silvor 
'/.ilh hluo volour 41,000 mild, 
Loadnd, nxr.oliBnl condition $4:900.
652.1363.     .356.3-32
'55 CHEV SEDAN DEL.'Oin iio *n«n at 
10346 Boworhcinlr Rd. $2,MO. or b«*l
oHn,; ............   ,„,.,J564:30
1976H6nDA OvTc, 4 vpeod, 50,0(10 
mil,,* AM PM radio ()oo,l conddlon, 




SIDNEY NEARLY NEW, old and an­
tiques. 9781 - 2nd Ave. Sidney, B.C. 
656-3511 - Stan Larsen. 30
COME-ALONG 4,000 Ib. capacity 3" 
cable, brand new never used, $30. 
384-4766, 3533-31
BENCH GRINDERS. '6 HP all boll 
bearing rnotor. 2 grinding wheels, 
6xV," S65. 1, HP, 8x1" wheels $100: 
both units brand new never used and 
include eye .shields ond tool rests, 
384-4766. • •; 3530-31
HYDRAULIC JACKS, 3 ton S15; 5 ton 
$20. New, never used. 384-4 7 66.3531-_
3 1'/' .. ' );;
SELIG L-SHAPED couch,, .chocolate 
brown, good condition, $600: dir 
conditioner, used one season, S350. 
656-0159 or 384-8075, poger 1513.
3 5 51 -32 ■ / '
GIRL'S 18" BICYCLE, 3 speed with , 
coaster broke, $35 . 656-1020. .. .30 ,
USED KENMORE portable dishwasher 
in Coppertone: 20" Viking color T.V., 
$125 each: electric Cofield ironer, 
$200.656-2913. .30
NEARLY NEW CHROME high choir or 
os 0 youth choir $35: plain mirror, 28"
X 42", $15. 656-3081 otter6 p.m. 30 
BOY'S HIGH-RISE bicycle in good 
condition, $35. 656-2746 weekday 
evenings,  30
BIKES. GIRL'S Coaster: boy's Moto- 
Cross: Man's ten, speed: pellet gun 
(ritle). 656-4091. , 30
SINGLE BED COMPLETE with mat­
tress: lloor vacuum for business 
promises, A.B. Dick copier: exercise 
bicycle; lO-speod bicycle needing re­
conditioning. 652-1 B6jj 30
UTILITY TRAILER. $120; 26 " color TV In 
working order, $100. 656-1045 . 3568- 
30 ________________
LIKE NEW, 3 whool 3 speed bike with 
carrier, for adult, $ICX); Books for
Solo .. Lands and People'; Book of
Knowledge', 'Grolior' and 'Medical 
attd Health' oncyclopodlosi Popular 
Science ond Nollonol Googrophics, 
oil with stand, $80, 656-1660. 
oTNEmrsurTT,''Swedish Elm, oil
woexi, Bulfol. 4 chairs, table with 3 
leave* (sools 12), $400; storoo, oil 
wninul cobinot $125; othor llBms oil 
good >oiu-tit:on, 656 5675,3586 30
couch''AND MATCHING choir;
kiichoti lohlo 3 choirs; 2 single bods;
1 double; coffoo , Inblo; chest of 
(iriiwuf* uU (i6 6129.3585 30
f’iREPLACE 'mSERTT iiooefs gloss In
rJoor, Los* Iftori d'l prico, $295 firm,
656-4296, __ 35n2-30
Intge
Uilsle, sl« t.hali *. ond hiiflnl, Excnllonl 
condition. Oilers, (i56-794B, oiler 3 
p.m. 3575-30
Olb 'FhTdoL woiR jpg''$"20; pop 
nimhlpe noeii* work. $5. (olloclors 
ifttin, vety old. Sipoll 2 oteinenl 
elerliit *lnve 120 u**id while 
modem style bothluh, $10: Oondiop 










, WEEKDAYS 10 • 6 
SAT, & SUM. TILL 6
Looking for the 
SECURITY 
a second income 
can provide?
The path to security is only 
a decision — and a phone 
call — away! We train you. 
Phone or write local Amway 
distributor.
Paul ^. Townson 




FOR SALE IN PRINCETON 
Delicatessen and Grocery. . Con­
tinuously growing business. Priced to 
selkpt $39,000.00 plus stock. Phone 
112-295-6440. na-30
H®me Service
. 3 Room groups, bachelor suites, individual 







your money back. 











(forniorly Saanich Peninsula 
Guidance Association). Services for 
the family, individual, rnorriage and 
family counselling, 656-1247 , 98]3- 
FilthStroot, Sidney. if
A~GuiDTTO'uNbERS^NDING tho
Bible, Phono 477-7220 lor Iroo ollor,
3 5 48-3(^   
CAR POOL Of share your tran- 
-.poilalion cosi* in'o Victoria (rom 
Land* End fryon Road area. Monday 






Modern wash and wear perms 
at 1971 prices. Prolcssionally 
done in my hoirie, Super deal 






304 Walton Place, 
off Oldllold Rd.
658-5888
'i | i in
ORDERS TAKEN lor Mntrlon Motrin*, 
6571-2M66 odor 6 p.m. .'JSTy.BO
BOY'S PHASAR DIGITAL watch, Black 
S Gcild wllluir ol Ponorarno leisure 
Coniro Of CrrUi* Boy, SenllmontuI 
(olu« Please phone 7i56 6207. 
HnwetdOllefed. 30
'79 DODGE MAXI VAN, lauded, 
foclory rutlorn tonversiort, super 
»((ive, lolleh fridge, sink, 14,00(1 
iniles, double logh lo|), pro(ione
en g In II, '$22,W?      30
19 T R AViIMAT iTs'oi'l -
ipntiiined (tailet, , .'l-wtiy Indge, 
lollot. siovn, furnace, eleclrlt 














24S1 BEACON AVE, 
eSfl4413l
tlTMEIAfi Owens 7:<ihin Crui*ei 
j:, Pwppl ir.', nov.' of Ciinari Lave
f,',iu'fru,. tV-rinu, CUi U.,
is' twisi* Ollif iril Aifmlnisltolr.r lor
(•our.tv ol Vidtrtlo. 3HT SI1-4 3496-31
2 METAL OARAGE detftr*. 9‘wlda x 7' 
high $40 |)or dpor, or remove yuui sell 
lor $30 per door beloio thursdoy 
P M . JulyJOlh. 656-6129. 
IF™YOiriNTpY"oXRDliNIHO, do if 
yebr raund, using on olurninurit and 
gloss gioeiihousol Write lor Iroo 
hrorliure lo: B,C; GiBBtihouto 
Builder*. 7425 Hodley Avenue, 
Bumnhy, II C V5l' 2rtl, moil order* 
now nvoiloble. PImne 1IV 4.'13-4220,
no-:Ul ................ ...... ___
OONOVAN’ToO HOMis, Icg.ltomes 
omi robin*. Complete Detign Service, 
lor hioctiure wrilo. Bo* '777, 100 Milo 
Houkti, B.C, VOK 2EO, Phone 112- 








■ ; Heavy, Legal's ' !
Equlpniieiit
DIESEL GENERATORS. Brnrtd New 
Dltnol Genoialor* oil nutomatic, 
(lUiCItic sturl and In sh,K,k <|| the 
following price* 12KW • $5,990,00 
•tOKW $11,975,00. f-.O.n. Voncciuvet, 
Phone 112-270.M23,_ __ _ na-OO
Cctletpillor 9(10 wheel loader, 5,5 
yard bucket, 3rd volvo, roun- 
terwelgbl* 29,5*25 lire* 1974 
Kenwortb W-924, rnndern dump. 350 
Cummin*, RIO 9513, S.S,H.D,, 
Springs, *(ool bu*. Phone II2-3SB- 
237(0 or 112-3511-7704 Sllvorltin 














WANTED, I )»oir smoll Indies western
ridinglu'ii.it* 7,56 '2014. ................
UMo'CHlTD'i”(ai'k«o'b 'f'lolet bi*'nl,
656 6495 _ ; _ ...
HOCKEY t (41) If MIN I wo 111 <111 
suitable lor 11 yeor 65f(;M45^ ___^
I lie Silver
Ihiiuiii'. i.ttiilii' ,,llt,u ,.l-,i**m, Ol 
iivitii's oriil rt woiiii weltDiiui, (Jiup in 
lo 10030 H(i*lhnv«n or coll us tit 7.56-
rin-!- ,(
LAlilfsi Dti you inioy iirtgingf li i«, why net 
lolri III on Mwtniy oyoitliio*, 7:45 p.m. 
PELS.. SS30 • SIM $1. SKlitoy. No tuOI-
IK III. niil iioctitiiiy til r»sil ruulU toiitjict
M*io*i»( Clii(i«lHii 686-5567 »» Him lion; 
S55<4tlb4t«rluiViiriiiliiiiTiillon. |l
LAND ACT
M)|u 1 r,l iiilifiiliijii !i.i .I'liily till .1 i1i!,|iu!iilKiit 
11 Cii ,-,1-. I .iiiil 111 I .ii’.il P.-(i",iiliilij rii'Jik.t III 
'Virlii!i,i in:,. ,ti'i1 -:.ilu,UiHl h'i;i’ilv,(»i1 D.iy 
(iil.iiiiin Inii'l, Muii-i:,i|i,ilily (il I'.iiMi.il S.i.ulK.li 
III' 1-pM l‘-|■,^:i:l: Pi.il M.l'il.iii't Qiiiflily ill 
I'niii, Bii'i-IvyoDil luiyr I'lliinils lo ,i|i|iiy' till ,i 
l,:-!r:,ih,ii, ii,.i',,(' Piii litiiiiyf-iiij itii-,iMill'll 
i.i-hI-, i:mi,iiiiiiii iii'j ,'il ,1 IK",I |iiiiiilii(l .11 ll'i' III- 
ii-iv'i l'Oii Ml liii' t'i!i-'i'iioM 01 ll'ii lUiii-l mu'. 
iiii-"V t i'iiml.'iiy III I III ? till* t (' Pi-lit If'lU. 
:,iii n iiiiiiiii' vvc'.i ,ii)ii Pi" tiu)ii ly.'iici
'I',,in pii-i'ii'ii iioit-.j inr s.nrl i'rli-m,i"ii in ,t 
‘.,,iilh wm-l-il-liy i1i!i.kWiii UK i:i;i liinl mlf,(;ii 
Id ,1 iiKMlion ol K Ki" (M r Ii,'trill iriii-Mpii-.iion 
y.i|ii ,iii riliin-iii'iii (',! lilt,' fiini! (.iiiilltiKly liouit- 
il,py -tl ',;iiil I ill lliroi.u .liana tUK> udwi’ 
•-ifiii ill ,1 niiiiii I'iiiiiiMtiy iiiii'i.rinri lo inii iii||ii 
Volin 111,in, liiiKur li'iliinyiny llio rii(|ti is'iillir 
m.O'i- in .1 I'.Kinr-My iiiir-ilirKi In Pi" '.Kutil ri!
('fiiMiit tn,' liiiipo'.c ti,i wlitrii |lif 
(III po'.K'i,"! ", !i:i)oH‘il n 'f'lr'i’i' lK'-ll
iim'Kiifji! i.uii:i' liimp iiiirt iiri'ii
ll.iln-- .Inly in t'IDI


















cian u’lrh 35 i/cars fA/XTlenrc 







AJAX HOME and 
OFFICE CLEANERS
Windows - Roors - Carpets 










I Residential, Commercial, 
Industrial
Rewiring, electric heating re­
pairs, appliance connections,



















Industrial - Resiilonti.il 
C'oiniiterti;il Wirine, 







ADMISSION - TRANSPORTATION . . , FERRV
Departs at OGOO SIrathconn Holel mid 0630 at 
Sidney Travelodge lor 0700 lurry.
Returns on 7:00 p.m. ferry,
B.C. LIONS vs 
HAMILTON 
TIGER CATS
The only way lo plnr.ti youi 
t;lit*milinrl iid in 74 newspapers 
ltitoo(iHrjut »C A tho Yukon, 





PREMIUM SEATS TRANSPORTATION FERRY 
Departs 0900 SIrathconn hoIdi iWdO ui oidnuy 
Travelodgo lot 10:00 a.m, R'ff'y..
Return 7:00 p.m, Ferry,
TICKKIS A\/AII.7\DLE IN ADVANCE AT 














Call c.iir rlat.!.itif‘t! (t«partnif>iii tn Mnd yoiir ari to nil 74 pnpfir* in tho 
, n C «. Yukon Cornmuriity Nowspapor Atisocmlion
*■(.. fi



















2068 Henry Ave. 
Sidney, B.C.





9 CAT WTJKK 
« TRCCKING
















556 Downey Road 







I • plnwinyv ciillivalinpi 
& roliiv.ilinp,,






Rril(iviltin(/, Itivfiii-n!), iflndt.tilpi) 
piep.Kiitifiii from owi iniuini
656-6573
Backhoe Work, Trucking
BACK riUtlNa • l.OADING 
scnric TANKS 
TILTHFUtEOS acwch fiTOBM DHAINS 
WATCH tlNr.3














‘Lawns, feed or sod 
‘Cement work 
‘Fencing





Kesidi’iniiil- CDinnu'tvinl and 
lUdlT'.oursf tjmstriu'iioii.
6955 Wvm Hiianirh Kcl. 
ItronlivtHMl llav





IIIKKI'.I. ANIl <LvS 
Cloniplili' Installieiona.
Ki’liuildini; I'.vliMiisi svsicms. for pli-- 





. Park Rd. 
656-7023
OMCsiiRM omvi '
Factory Aulhorired Servl-Cantro 
SeVINRUDE « JOHNSON OUTBOARDS; 
}, MERCRUISER - OMC - VOLVO 
a STERNDHIVES
U Also Sorvico for
® HONDA » SEAGULL OUTBOARDS
rui/er
Mon, • Sal.
8;00 a.m. • 5:00 p m,








J, B,oo d uu  ;
P.O. Box 2381, Sidney, B.C. 















IvncT' I’uklk, Dinning, SO 














"Bi;^ or siiiiill 
nv will do lltoiit oil.
















® 22 wars plunibini' 
experience in H.C.
© Special rates for 
pensionci's 
® New homes 












New Construction. Renovations 
Repair Work ■ •
9883 - 7th Street
Licensed Plumbers
BUI Jones Randy Palmer
SAM
“THE” ROOFER
For nil your ruofintj needs. 
Sliiikes, Shinnies, Tiir 





Don'l bo dlsappoinlQcl!.,. 
,Gol your work done al
Superior
Refrigeration




9812 - 4th St., Sidney
JET-¥^C
Furnaces, fireplaces, duct 







Quality Work - Free Estimetes
Finishing Carpentry, Renovations, 




Repairs to Lawnmowers, 





J.B. SHEET METAL ITD.
i 8485 DLDFIELD ROJ. R.R. #3 
VICTORIA. B.C., V8X 3X1
residential/commercial:, 
.Heat Pumps .Air Conditioning
Phone ; JAY BULL 








Marina, Auto A Safety Gian 

























"You aont have 






\ hl^'- 'n , ^« U" vi-'[i//
THEREVIEW Wednesday, July 29,1981
. :^.» y,»( /, ,'1-,^x^'^;_.-^«^,|yi o j -vr
^ ^1 X 8 sheets
!yi/4V’’Good One Side.................
3/4” Good One Side, focellent price at 
1/4” Sanded Degrade........ .......
3/8”- Sanded Degrade........... •...
1/2” SaridedDegrade......;...•.-• •
3/4” Sanded Degrade,....... • • • • • •
. 3/8” Unsanded Degrate........ • • • •
1/2’ ’Unsanded Degrade........... • •
5/8” Unsanded Degrade.... . . . .... .
3/4’^ Unsanded Degrade.......... .
|l> Polypropyiene laundry, 
tub is durable, will 




1” x6” x5’ each
Chrome plated, rust-resistant finish. 
4” centres. Easy to install. ,
Chrome plated ABS faucet has 
8" centres for faucet mount. ea.
Now’s your chance to save substantially on beautiful custom 
kitchen from Beaver & Sungold. Plan a kitchen that best 
meets your storage and organization needs.
Our Salesman would be pleased to measure your kitchen and 
give you a quotation on a beautiful new installation 
Phone 656-1125 ............... . .Ask for Roy
Protects and seals as it beautifies your ashpahlt driveway. 
Easy to apply .and long lasting .
sheet
‘ 5 y
white only. Bowl and 
: tank. Good,quality. .
■White pledic;:
Beaver Good Value... ........each'
comes in a
pj^'^ctudad;.
white or brown finish.
I Plus all the fittings required such as 
downpipe & elbows
3m lengths. .. . . .
Double Bowl. Ledge Back. American Standard. -
8’ or 12” 0/C Grooves.... . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Package of 10 durable 1.75:mil - super strength.
pkQ. of 10-............ . . . . • •'
in Plastic. Complete with base
S'’„0/C Grooves....... '......... .
If'
Here's turf at it's best in brilliant solid green. An artificial
gmssforjuse’indoors or dutviDesigned tp'weaf well an^^^
gopd under all climatic conditions. “*
comes in 12' widths.'
! vitreous china reverse trap toilet;^Made in Canada:,C;^^ 
proved. White
i;Reg::;59.99;f.:,',/;.V;v.:VfV,':
Classic fripie tab-design seals with thejheat from the sun. 
Coverage per bundle is 32.3 sq. ft. (3m2). Severai:colours: in 
stock. , „
IN^Sfbdk SHINGLES .per bundle
2o:
SAVE
ON EASY TO INSTALL
^Several Sizes to choose from.
EIRIE NO. 910
/Complete stock of copper,;ABS and galvanized fittings 
’ in stock. All sizes of ABS pipe and plastic water pipe.
i/2’’ Copper Elbows .
1/2” Copper Ties. ............. .:...... .ea.'
1/2” Copper Couplings ................ ea. i
■ ftBS'PiPE
11/2” ABS Plp0 12’ lengths... .. ..... ....
3” ABS Pipe 12' lengths...................
Heavy guage aluminum side"rails with safety sure-grip design' . ^ ^ , i /o’ v
rungs. Two 10' pieces with rope apn H X o X 1/x sneei
and pulley included each
ESSO EXTRA
MdTOI
Good Value Savlngsil 
Stock up at this Baavpr:
''■■/lltw','





4’ X 8’ X 3/8” sheet
4’ X 8’ xT/2” Gash
Easy to install; low cost wallboard.
; Takes most finishes. ; ■ -
4’ X 8’ X1/2” .......... . .. . .start
AND TEXTURE TREAD 
PROVIDES A NON-SKID, WEATHER­
PROOF LIQUID CARPETING
Available In Various Colours





• Lightweight..;... ..Ijngdi ' 
Type L “ Heavyweight,................. .I«igi
Provides a barrier lor your garden areas,
1" X 35” X50'............sscli
BEAVER BRAND
GARBAGECAN







lt’8 never lo early lo think of Insulating your homo or coftago, 
Fibofglas Canada Pink Insulalion will do tho lob for you,
R-12X15”
A bundle covers
approximately 90 sq, ft....... ..bUHaie
R-20X15” -..o
A bundle covers , 1 A"”
approximately 50 sq. if. .. .........Bunoie ** «
FRANCHISED DEAtER
';SLECI0 LUMBER LTD. '
BEACON AND FIFTH ST. SIDNEY
A flomptetB hnntwRre Bhd hiilfdlng Riipp^^
2 1/2x1/2
FIBERGLAS ROOFING
READ this - the prices ARE CHEAPI
Corrugatfid p.infils in 4 colors. clear, white, oroen & yellow. 
All panels 26'^ wide,
■■ nil
OHLvIl myH
